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Candidates 
campaign at 
bearpit
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Visa students, deficit 
main issues disputed 
at candidates meeting
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h> VALERIE MACIOCE 

Some outraged visa students attacked the 
present CYSt administration for the handling of 
last summer's sit-in at President H. Ian 
Macdonald’s office as the CYSF all-candidates 
meeting got under way last Thursday.
“Why didn’t CYSF support us in our struggle 

against differential fees?” asked one York 
student. .

CYSF President ChrisSummerhayes acknow
ledged that $ 100 was given to Assistant Vice- 
President (Student Relations) John Becker on 
visa students’ behalf.
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Candidate hopefuls at the bearpit meeting last Thursday.
L. to R.: Candidates Lily Contento, David Blair, Oriel Angel, Paemela Fruitman, Chris Summerhayes, Michael Strapko, Larry Till, 
Valance Ellies, and Alex Riha. All five presidential candidates were present 

at the meeting, which was held in the bearpit. 
Incumbent President Summerhayes, Alex 
Riha, Michael Strapko, Valance Ellies, and 
Larry Till are all vying for the president’s seat.

Riha and Board of Governors candidate 
Pamela Fruitman expressed concern for the 
visa students’ plight. In the meeting, Riha 
proposed a “York student’s communication 
commission” and a “York Unitary Commit
tee” that would help to “foster communication 
among not only visa students but all York 
students.”

Riha, Till, and Ellies were all in support of 
more funding for Radio York, saying the 
station was “greatly” underfunded this year.

The three also attacked the present adminis
tration for “mismanaging” funds. Till believes 
much money was spent solely on CYSF and not 
enough went to the students. “Thirty thousand 
dollars of our money was spent towards the 
deficit and it is time for change,” said Till.

Riha and Till also stressed that there was no 
communication between CYSF and students 
this year and each offered solutions. Till 
proposed to write a weekly column in the 
school newspaper and broadcast regularly on 
Radio York. Riha plans to publish a bi
monthly newsletter and set up two different 
committees to receive input from York 
students.

All presidential candidates spoke of building 
a Student Union Building, and Strapko is 
proposing that a Yeomen Stadium be built.

Fruitman and the other bog candidate, Oriel 
Angel, wanted improvements made to cafeteria 
food. Fruitman, who is running for reelection, 
offered “competitive bidding” as a solution. 
Angel proposed a student-run co-op so that 
students can eat better and at the same time 
create jobs for residence students.

Radio York stages debateCRO denies 
Radio York poll display real talent,” said candidate Alex Riha.

Candidate Michael Strapko said the station 
is part of the school’s culture and his 
administration would encourage people to 
listen to Radio York and would vote yes on a 
referendum.

Ellies said he would increase the station’s 
budget, “working out a plan to get Radio York 
on the FM dial.” Riha said he would “get a 
transmitter and payments incurred in the 
purchase would have to be negotiated with 
CYSF.”

On the Bovey Commission, all candidates 
said action should be taken to make Education 
Minister Bette Stephenson and the Ontario 
Progressive Conservatives aware of the issue 
with Till saying “if we let them (Stephenson 
and the PCs) know that, they will have to take 
note.”

In other issues, Strapko said it was 
unfortunate that visa students had to protest 
last year to get media recognition for their 
plight. Fie said he would organize lobbying 
groups and help to get the government and 
administration to “recognize them.”

“(Visa students) are being denied this 
(representation and recognition) by the present 
CYSF administration,” said Riha. He said visa 
students are important to York because “they 
will expand our culture into their homeland."

“We will sit down with the foreign groups 
and work out a plan to go to the administration 
(with),” said Ellies. Till said that York has to 
make visa students feel a part of the 
community.

All candidates present said cysf’s budget 
was “misspent" and that money should have 
been allocated more effectively. Till said he 
believes in “deficit spending" and would cut 
back on the President’s salary—by half—and 
put it back into cysf’s budget.

By CARLA CESTA
Four out of the five CYSF presidential 
candidates participated in Radio York’s debate 
Tuesday despite the Chief Returning Officer’s 
request that they not participate because “the 
debate was not an official cysf function.”

CRO James Crossland said, however, no 
punishment will be laid against those candi
dates that did participate. Incumbent President 
Chris Summerhayes complied with Cross
land’s request and was absent.

Crossland sais his position was that he 
“wanted the candidates informed that this (the 
debate) was not an official all-candidates 
meeting and that cysf was not sponsoring it.”

I n the debate, each candidate was given three 
minutes to discuss each of the four issues— 
Radio York funding, Bovey Commission, visa 
students, and the cysf budget—mediator 
Robbie Sheffman directed to them. The 90- 
minute confrontation was broadcast live on 
Radio York.

All candidates stated that Radio York had 
been underfunded under Summerhayes' 
administration. “I don’t know why Mr. 
Summerhayes decided not to fund Radio York. 
The money was available and priorities have to 
be set in the right spot,” said presidential 
candidate Valance Ellies.

Larry Till, another candidate, also criticized 
the present government saying “the dispute 
(over Radio York's referendum) is indicative of 
the attitude Summerhayes has taken to Radio 
York.”

“The reason why Radio York is in desperate 
need of money is because it would like to get a 
transmitter to get out into the airways. If Radio 
York is granted the referendum and is given 
support from CYSt it would make it feasible for 
Radio York and the station would be able to

By GARY SYMONS
cysf’s Chief Returning Officer (CRO) James 
Crossland says Radio York’s independent 
referendum, scheduled for today alongside the 
cysf elections, is illegal, and he plans to stop it.

Originally, Radio York wanted its referen
dum sponsored by CYSF, its parent organiza
tion, but the plans were upset when an Election 
Tribunal denied their request two weeks ago on 
the grounds that the CYSF executive failed to 
officially inform the CRO within the required 
seven days prior to election day.

Radio York then announced its intention of 
running the referendum independently of CYSF 
on the same day as the elections, but Crossland 
said this too could nt be allowed.

Cross land said the station cannot legally 
hold the referendum on election day without 
his prior consent.

On Tuesday Radio York news director 
Robbie Sheffman said the station would 
nevertheless go ahead as scheduled, but on 
Wednesday station manager Jack Cales 
informed Excalibur the referendum was being 
changed to a survey.

“The CRO has no authority to even comment 
on our survey,” Cales said, “and the election 
by-laws in no way cover the holding of a 
survey."

If support is expressed for Radio York 
funding, the survey will then go to the Board of 
Governors (BOG) for consideration.

Crossland said, however, “they can call it 
(the survey) what they want, but it's still the 
same thing."

“Holding a referendum the same day as the 
elections could also cause problems with the 
CYSF election," Crossland claimed.
“Really I think they're being totally 

unreasonable. I'm totally for their having it on 
any other day, and we’ll pay for it,” he added.

Sheffman argued that such a compromise 
was unfeasible. “We’ve got momentum going 
right now,” he said. "It's difficult to get people 
out to vote on this campus and changing the 
dale now would make it doubly difficult."

Former CYSt president Greg Gaudet said a 
private referendum held by Radio York 
couldn’t be disallowed by the CRO.

"The referendum would be illegal only as 
part of a ( Y si -sponsored election or referen
dum," Gaudet said.
“If ( y si had said Radio York can’t have a 

referendum, that would make sense because 
CYxl owns the station." Gaudet added. “But 
the cro has no jurisdiction over Radio York. 
That's the crux."

According to Crossland, he had originally 
planned to send a report to the Vice-President 
of Academic Affairs and BOG saying the 
referendum was illegally held. Novt that Radio 
York is holding a survey, he said “I'll just have 
to wait and see how they handle it before I’ll 
know what to do.”

David Blair, a candidate for director of 
external affairs, urged students to “turn away 
from books for a while in order to concentrate 
more on the sleeping giants: CFS-O and CFS.” 

He believes that these “sleeping giants" are 
invisible on campus and that York needs to 
develop a strong external voice. Lily Contento, 
the other candidate, felt the need to "inform 
and familiarize students to what is happening 
to our university.” She told the 100-plus 
audience that Education Minister Bette 
Stephenson should “stop treating us like 
puppets" and proposes to lobby for a two to 
three-year freeze on tuition fees.
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The two director of women’s affairs 
candidates agreed that their office should be 
more accessible to students. Paula Luna, one ol 
the candidates, stressed the need to improve the 
Daycare Centre on campus. “It is too 

5 expensive and the waiting list is very long," she 
£ said. Elise Hallcwick, the other candidate. 
Y thought that “security should he more visible” 
£ to discourage attacks on women.

All candidates urged students to vote in 
£ today’s polling, which is open from III this 

morning to X p in. The winners won’t be 
announced until late this evening or tomorrow.
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York employee David Bloom and an unidentifiedpedestrian narrowly escaped serious 
iniury yesterday when Bloom lost control of his Flonda. __ _____________
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WE OFFER:
* Pickup and deliveiy
* Quick service and competitive prices
* Typesetting and camera work
* Reduction and enlarging
* Instant and commercial printing (also raised priming)

N
Printing & Office Supplies 
30 Baywood Rd., Unit 8 
Rexdale

Steeles Ave

747-1218
near Albion Rd/Hwy. 27 
just one mile north oi Humber College
J Hurr.ber

College

• BUSINESS CARDS
• ENVELOPES
• LETTERHEADS
• BUSINESS FORMS
• INVOICES

—NCR

—CARBON SNAPOUTS
• Personalized Stationery

• COLLATING
• PADDING
• FOLDING
• STAPLING
• DRILLING
• CUTTING

• FLYERS
• CATALOGUES
• BROCHURES
• POSTERS
• CIRCULARS
• REPORTS
• PRICE LISTS
• RESUMES

XEROX 9500 copies ffc each

offset printing 
same day delivery

500 copies $10 
1000 copies $15
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Do yourself a favor— 

eat at Favors

and

Win a trip for two 
to Club Med

Draw to be held 
Monday March 26th, 1984

AFAVORS RESTAURANT
Marketplace Plaza 1881 Steeles Ave. W. 

Comer of Steeles Sr* Dufferin (665-2550)

$2049
PER PERSON, 

DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

JUNE 9
INCLUDES:
— return airfare Montreal—Delhi—Montreal
— airfare Delhi—Srinagar
— All accomodations while in India and Srinagar
— most meals while in India

JULY 7— transfers
— services of an Odyssey representative
— India information package
— possibility of extending stay in India or Europe

SPACE IS LIMITED so book as soon as possible

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: (613) 549-3553

ODYSSEY TFWEL
234 Princess Street • Kingston,Ontario • K7L1B2 • (613)549-3553
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: EXAMINATION
SCHEDULE

! !
? BE READY TO ENJOY QUEBEC WHILE 

LEARNING FRENCH!! !! The École internationale de français de l'Université du Québec à 
Trois-Rivières offers two summer immersion programs:

MAY 14th - JUNE 22nd. 1984
and
JULY 2nd - AUGUST 10th. 1984
Three levels (beginner, intermediate and advanced) will be 
offered.

Halfway between Québec city and Montréal, Trois-Rivières 
provides a characteristically French environment.

For information regarding bursaries, please send all Inquiries to

Mr W.H. Clarkson, Director of Student Awards 
8th floor - Mowat Block, Queen's Park, Toronto 
Ontario, M7A 2B4 
Tel : 416 / 965-5241

For program information, please write to
École internationale de français 
Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières 
C.P. 500, Trois-Rivières, Québec / G9A 5H7 
Tél.: 819 / 376-5432

!

I !!FACULTIES OF ARTS, EDUCATION, 
FINE ARTS, SCIENCE

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING CHANGES 
TO THE EXAMINATION SCHEDULE DATED:

February 23,1984

:

1! !
!

!
.CHANGE TO READ:

ECONOMICS
AS 1010.03J(W) 9:30 am-12:30 pm Saturday, April 14
ENGLISH
AS 2010.06A 10:00 am - 1:00 pm Monday, April 30

!
CURTIS G

Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières
ROSS S203
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Provost forms committee on race relations Other
Campuses

Animal house

The 16-member committee, chaired by 
Osgoode Hall Professor Peter Gumming, is 
made up of eight faculty members, four staff, 
and four students.

“There is a feeling on the part of the 
University administration that it's a good idea 
collectively to do everything possible to create 
a greater understanding in terms of racial and 
ethnic relations,” said Professor Gumming.

Gumming said because we live in a 
multicultural society and York is a “micro
scopic” of that society, “we should be a model 
in fostering good relations and understanding 
between different groups.”

He said the Committee will not deal with 
individual student grievances but with “more 
broad concerns facing the University.”

The press release reports that the Committee 
will address issues that arise from committee

discussion or that are brought totheirattention 
by the various groups on campus. “On the 
Committee’s agenda will be such matters as the 
development of human rights procedures in the 
context of university governance, resource 
development, staff training programs,” the 
release reports.

The Committee will solicit submissions and 
briefs from campus departments and will hold 
regular public hearings or forums.

The Committee, which will report to the 
Provost, will hold its first meeting next 
Thursday. President Macdonald and Mein- 
inger will be at this “get acquainted" meeting.

The Committee’s first formal meeting will be 
“a few days later,” said Gumming.

“Anything (the Committee) that brings 
people together and promotes harmony is 
purposeful,” said Gumming.

»> BERNARDO CIOPPA 
Provost Tom Meininger has set up a Race and 
Ethnic Relations Committee “to enable York 
to provide an example of commitment and 
leadership in this salient area of human rights.”

The Committee will also try “to improve the 
University community’s appreciation of the 
complex nature of race and ethnic relations and 
suggest methods by which the University can 
support an environment of racial and ethnic 
tolerance," reports Meininger in a press release 
dated Tuesday.

Meininger was unavailable for comment.
Meininger, who was appointed Provost in 

January, was asked to establish a committee on 
racism by President H. Ian Macdonald after a 
Review Committee looked into a number of 
racial incidents a York student experienced last 
year.

A new Atlantic veterinary college is 
scheduled for construction at the 
University of Prince Edward Island in 
the fall of 1984.

A small hospital for cats and dogs, a 
larger hospital for horses, goats, cows 
and pigs, as well as an aqua-cultural 
centre will facilitate the study of both 
animal and marine life.

To be completed in 1986, the college 
will have an enrollment of approxi
mately 200 undergraduates and 50 
graduates.

— Campus Digest■

$100 reward offered to witnesses of art vandalism Exam for drunks
In an attempt to encourage more 
responsible drinking at the University 
of Western Ontario, patrons at the 
Spoke, a university pub, will soon be 
able to take a breathalyzer test before 
they leave. The test will cost 25c per 
reading. In addition, a direct phone 
line to a cab company will be installed.

—The Gazette
The University of Western Ontario

By ANDREW ZARNETT 
York’s Departmenl of Safety and Security is 
offering a $100 reward for bona fide informa
tion leading to the identification of the 
person!s) who vandalized the Barclay Sculp
ture in November 1983.

In November, Excalibur reported that 
York’s student security heard a loud noise in 
the area where the art was located, and 
according to some members of security, at the 
same time saw members of the rugby team 
proceeding across campus.

According to Colin Lachance, student 
employee of York Student Security, “They 
(security) found the new wooden art sculpture 
between the Behavioural Sciences Building and 
Farquharson Life Sciences Building had been 
knocked down.”
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Butt out fella!j
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A student at U of T has been put on 
probation for grabbing a cigarette out 
of the hand of another student.

Rob Macauley-, a renowned anti
smoker at the college, asked Amy 
Becker to put out the cigarette she was 
smoking in a residence common room 
with a “No Smoking" sign. When she 
told him to “fuck off’ and continued to 
smoke, Macauley took hold of her 
wrist and removed the butt.

Macauley has been put on probation 
after Becker complained to the Dean of 
Men. Macauley said he will appeal the 
decision, arguing he did not “twist, 
squeeze, push, or pull,” Becker.

Becker said she thinks probation is 
too lenient.

m

o All information involving the rugby players 
o is circumstantial, according to John Becker,
5 Assistant Vice-President (Student Relations). 
“ “We put an advertisement in Excalibur hoping 
£ for more information on who vandalized the 
5 structure.”

“We haven’t as yet had any response,” said 
£ Geoff MacLeod, staff supervisor. Safety and 

Security, “but we are trying to get a lead on 
who is responsible.”

J

Remains of the art sculpture demolished last November. York security has offered a 
$100 reward for information leading to the arrest of the vandals.

Students needed to view pornographic films
Hold the presses

“Many people understandably wish to keep 
their sexual lives private and so we won’t be 
asking anyone to identify themselves (on the 
questionnaires)," said Check. He said all 
responses will be kept confidential.

He has, however, received a barage of calls 
from people off campus wanting to take part in 
the study. He said his answering machine has 
recorded some 800 calls since recruitment 
began in the last week of February. Check said 
his 12-member research team has contacted 
about half the callers.

If you are a male, York student over the age 
of 18 and would like to participate in the study 
call 667-3962. The participants will be paid 
between $10 to $40.

Check said he wants the project underway by 
the end of this month and completed in June.

b> KAI MAHABIR
York University is the centre for the latest 
study being done for the Federal Department 
of Justice. The project, headed by York 
psychology professor James Check, will 
examine male reaction to pornographic films.

While these films are sexually explicit, Check 
said that they are “a broad cross-section of 
material that you would typically find in video 
outlets across Canada.” The idea is to have a 
representative sample of materials for partici
pants to view and to record their reactions.

Check, who has recently joined the Psychol
ogy Department, has been conducting research 
in this area for the last six years at the 
University of Manitoba. In the past he has 
studied attitudes and reactions to pornogra

phic material but this has been limited to 
printed material. Check said this particular 
study has emerged because of the tremendous 
growth in the pornographic video market.

A recent report in the United States has 
estimated that porn videos are outselling all 
other video formats.

About 400 men will be needed to view three 
or four films and fill in questionnaires. Specific 
films haven’t been chosen but Check said they 
will be representative of what is available at 
various video outlets across Canada.

Check’s only problem is that he’s finding it 
hard to recruit York students for the 
experiment. All the general subject positions 
have been filled, said Check, but very few 
students have responded to actually view the 
films.

The Concordia University students’ 
newspaper. The Link, was swept off the 
stands last week and Students’ Assoc
iation co-president Terry Fenwick said 
he may freeze the publication’s budget.

Fenwick said the newspaper violated 
Students’ Association election rules 
that prohibit electoral campaigning 
while the students are voting. An 
editorial in the March 6 International 
Women’s Day issue of the Link 
endorsed two candidates running for 
co-presidency. The other candidates 
and Fenwick later filed suit with the 
CUSA Judicial Board.

The Board ruled against the news
paper and gave the staff two hours to 
get the edition off the stands.

Fenwick maintains he has “no desire 
to inhibit the freedom of the press,” 
and said the newspaper could be 
distributed after polling.

Although the Link was no longer on 
the stands, students have been able to 
find copies in the newspaper office.

Fenwick chastened the newspaper 
staff for distributing the paper by hand 
and warned that “their budget will be 
frozen if they continue to shxrw 
disrespect for the Judicial Board. I 
would try to freeze it myself.”

— The McGill Daily j

news bits
shuttle for a mission tentatively scheduled 
for October 24.

MacLean lost out to Marc Gameau, a 
35-year-old Quebec native who resides in 
Ottawa and is employed by the federal 
defence department.

Bob Thirsk, a 30-year-old Calgary 
physician, will be Garneau’s backup for the 
mission.

MacLean was one of six Canadians 
selected to the Canadian Space Program 
last December. More than 4,300 people 
applied for the six positions, including 
York President H. Ian Macdonald.

discussion at the next council meeting in 
early April.

The name Faculty of Fine Arts is 
“restrictive" in that it implies only the 
visual arts and film departments, says 
Lawrence. The new name would warrant 
attention to the three performing depart
ments of music, theatre, and dance. He says 
some people hold a “simplistic view” of the 
Faculty of Fine Arts' definition.

The new name would also give the 
Faculty of Fine Arts the recognition it 
deserves as the largest department in the 
country and the third largest on the 
continent, according to Lawrence. There 
are 1,500 Fine Arts students, 200 of them at 
the graduate level.
“Certain constituencies at York feel the 

Faculty of Fine Arts has too narrow a 
meaning,” added Dr. Cameron. A more 
broadly reflecting name could help 
strengthen the department’s funding 
possibilities, he said.

Most Fine Arts students supported the 
possibility of a name change when 
questioned. "They might as well change 
it,” said one first-year dance major. “As far 
as the present name applies, it’s restrictive 
of dance.”

Student attacked
b> GRAHAM THOMPSON 

A York undergraduate student said she 
was assaulted by a man last Thursday night 
after getting off a TTC bus at Finch Avenue 
and Sentinel Road. While walking towards 
the University along the edge of Sentinel 
Katharine Davis said “a two door green car 
stopped beside me and the passenger 
started to talk to me. I kept on walking, 
trying to ignore them.”

“One of the guys (the passenger) got out 
and grabbed me. While I was struggling, 
trying to get away, he grabbed my hair and 
my head snapped right back." Davis said 
she then ran to the library where the 
attendant at the reference desk called York 
Security, who in turn called the police.

The police at 31 Division are investigat
ing the incident but have not yet released 
any details.

Fine arts, etc., etc.
»> LAURA LUSH

Faculty of Fine Arts Dean Lionel Lawr
ence is proposing changing the depart
ment’s name "to give the Faculty of Fine 
Arts a clearer and broader definition."
“I would like to move that the Faculty of 

Fine Arts at York University adopt a name 
change to: The Faculty of Fine and 
Performing Arts," wrote Dean Lawrence 
in a recent memorandum addressed to 
Faculty Council Chairperson Dr. Evan 
Cameron.

The move has been tabled pending
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Lost out on space îi1
By GRAHAM THOMPSON 

York graduate Steve MacLean was not one 
of the two Canadians selected yesterday to 
travel into space on the American space A breakdancing exhibition Tuesday 

in Central Square.
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1 Ex-York student Mike Foster 
jumps into provincial politics
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rX down," referring to Education Minister Bette 
Stephenson’s commission studying restructur
ing the university system.
“She (Stephenson) isn’t handling the 

education issue at all. This just proves that a 
laissez faire approach to government doesn’t 
work," said Foster. “She (Stephenson) should 
have resigned a long time ago. It seems that 
everybody in the entire province has told her to 
resign."

Foster also commented on an article that 
appeared in Monday's Toronto Star involving 
several aldermen holding down other jobs as 
well as their political posts. Foster was 
mentioned as one of the minority that worked 
on his aldermanship full-time, which pays him 
$21,000.

He said in urban areas like Toronto, 
aldermen should devote their full attention to 
their jobs “as there are many complex 
problems that cannot be dealt with sufficiently 
if one is moonlighting."

DOUG LITTLE1 *
North York Alderman and York graduate 
Mike Foster believes his three terms as 
alderman will give him a “strong base" to work 
with as he vies for the Yorkview seat in the next 
provincial election.

Foster, who graduated from York in 1976 as 
a political science major, will be running as an 
ndp candidate.

Foster says the staggering rate of unemploy
ment, especially youth unemployment, will be 
the most important issue to be dealt with. He 

- stressed the importance of young people 
5 .inding a place in the work force within their 
w first year of job hunting "as this is the crucial 
§ time when one starts to shape their career 

path."
“If you start off on your career path by not 

having one (a career), looking for a suitable 
vocation becomes quite discouraging," says 
Foster. He says instead of being concerned 
with statistical data, “we should examine the
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Members of the York Association for Peace are seen here marching in last Saturday's 
anti-nuke demonstration.

High schoolers touring York human element of it and the psychological 
damage that is brought upon the community."

Foster began his political career the same 
year he graduated and ran for alderman in the

•Tv,

are available and students will also have the 
opportunity to question faculty members in the Yorkview riding but lost by a slim margin. He
Faculty Lounge between II a.m. and noon worked at various community jobs until 1978 
until tomorrow. when he won an alderman’s seat on North

More than 120 students are expected to visit 
the campus daily on what one Ottawa visitor's 
parent said was the “best organized tour" of 
any of the several universities her children had 
visited so far.

A sculpture exhibition at McLaughlin 
college and a drawing exhibition at York's Art 
Gallery are some of the special events students 
are invited to attend.

Additional information is supplied by the 
publication “York Views" which is distributed 
among those interested in attending York next

By FAY ZALCBERG
If you’ve noticed blank or lost-looking faces 
walking York’s hallways this week, they 
probably belong to touring grade 13 prospec
tive university students.

High school students across Ontario are 
visiting universities this week to familiarize 
themselves with the educational facilities 
available to them.

York’s Admissions/Liason office has 
organized tours to give the students a chance to 
make “an informed choice" about their post
secondary educational options, said tour and 
program coordinator Brenda Green.

High school students are “asking questions 
and are looking carefully at which (university) 
they’re going to be choosing this fall," said 
Green.

All students applying to York receive a letter 
inviting them to contact the Admissions/ 
Liaison Office and book a tour date.

General, residence, and science facility tours

York council. He’s retained that post ever 
since.

Foster is confident he’ll win his bid for the 
provincial seat. He says his victory will be 
dependent on a well organized campaign. He 
also mentioned the fact that the Yorkview 
riding has been an NDP stronghold since 1963 
and to 1981, at which time the MPPFred Young 
retired.

According to Foster, the current representa
tive of the area, Liberal Michael Spensiari, won 
the election because of the NDP’s drop in 
popularity under the leadership of Michael 
Cassidy and a disorganized NDP campaign.

Besides unemployment, Foster says he'll 
tackle property tax reform and all legislation 
affecting tenants. He also cited education 
funding as a key issue remarking that “the 
whole university system is being turned upside

$1
year.

Most high school students attending the tour 
are from Toronto and Ottawa. Spring break 
has provided them with the perfect time to 
“shop around," said Green.

Potential university students find out if 
they're accepted starting June 16.

J

Mike Foster.

THE COUNSELLING AND 
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 

otters
f‘%-Y

; Personal Counselling 
Group Counselling 

Learning Skills 
Sell-Management Programs 

Relaxation Training 
Consultation

Room 145 Behavioural Sciences 
Building, 667-2304 

also
Career Centre

N105 Ross 66^-2518 
Centre for handicapped Students

135 Behavioural Sciences Bldg. 
667-3312
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Hans Kukk 
Ryerson College 
Toronto, Ont.

Doug Watson Jr. 
Malaspina College 
Cobble Hill, B.C.

Dana Montgomery 
Georgian College 
Barrie, Ont.

Congratulations to the Ford Bronco II winners in the Long 
Distance “Phone Sweet Home” Contest.
We wish them many years of great driving. And to the 
other students who participated - our thanks. It was good 
to hear from all of you. And remember, there are other 
people who like to keep in touch with you - back home. 
So “Phone Sweet Home" regularly! Good luck in your 
exams, and have a super Summer.

WE CAN HELP YOU 
PREPARE FOR:

VST®
I 46 th I

ih^jA

É-tfkTelecom[Canada
\

■i

$3THE ULTl4i4Ti CUT
UNISEX

MPIANCl5$

id — Located in K Mart at 
Bridlewood Mall 

2900 Warden Avenue 
Scarborough

EDUFATIONAL center 
oi CANADA LTD

Steeles Square Plaza 
180 Steeles Ave. 
Steeles & Yonge The test preparation 

specialist since 1938 
COME 
VISIT 
OUR

CENTRE

Tel. 889-5947 Tel. 494-6311 ►

5AVE | MEN
• Shampoo Cul and Blow Dry
* Reaula'r price SIOOO 
1 willi Ihis coupon ONLY S7.00 
I OR
I with Ihis coupon SAVE S20.00 oil 
I our S40.00 perm .

Includes Shampoo. Cul and Blow Dry

LADIES
I Shampoo. Cul and Blow Dry 

Reoular price SI500 
. with Ihis coupon ONLY S10.00 ,
1 OR
I with this coupon SAVE S20.00 oil 
I our S40 00 Perm 

Includes Shampoo Cul and Lamp Dry

Call Days, Eves. & Weekends
I 967-4733

720 Spadina Ave. Suite 410 
Toronto, Ont. MBS 2T9 
Other Centers m More Than 

TOO Major U S Cities & Abroad

OPEN EVENINGS
ONE COUPON ONLY PER CUSTOMER II EXPIRES APRIL 7/84
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the question AND NOW
FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
A. CHARLES VAROSH PRESENTS . . .
PURIM MEGILLA and SBUDA

[îSP!

By STUART MOSCOE

If you were elected CYSF president, what would you 
do?

BARTENDING PRODUCED BY Jewish Students 
Federation AND Network
DIRECTED BY: J.S.F. and Network 
NARRATED BY: J. Bemholtz
STARRING: YOU!

«61-1372«

'A Make Your Holiday Work!
A cFS has a way to help you cut 
A travel costs and gain valuable 
V. work experience abroad A

1

? I:

%
Sunday March 18
THEATRE LOCATION: Jewish Community Centre

4580 Bathurst St. 
Room 101

.■I

jii: 8% You owe it to yourself to 
" find out about the

Student Work 
Abroad Programme 

(SWAP)

a it ;■
2% %Xttj
%8 BOX OFFICES - J.S.F. Office (667-3647) and 

Network Office (928-9160)
y,

't.Hadley Koltun, Psyche IV
“1 would attempt to unify students on 
the important issues facing the future 
of education in Ontario.”

2Paul Kates, Arts I
“I’d try to provide better facilities, 
such as enclosed outdoor walkways, 
and a car booster service that doesn't 
go off duty at midnight."

J,/ NAME 

f/. ADDRESS 8« SHOW TIMES - 4:30 p.m. MEGILLA 
5:30 p.m. SEUDA and ENTERTAINMENT2A ---------

«y PHONE 2
?2% TICKET PRICES: $5.00 students 

$6.00 non-students
Mall completed coupon to:

|
The travel company of CFS ^
TRAVELCUTSTORONTO

U of T44 St George St
x, 416979-2406 y 
W/.Y//S///S////AV/jY//V%'.

7,%ri?l
2

g AU those in costume - 500 discount2%

o

SchniinglÀ •VI " o
% m * ;

/ / 4/
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Clara Benith, Communications 111
"I’d like to see more teaching assis
tants hired to decrease the alienation 
tne system causes."

Wayne Chusid, Arts I
“I’d reduce the amount of red tape 
involved in scheduling courses for the 
next year."
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# h/& x7~ i___Yossi Offenberg, Arts I
"I’d improve the food in the cafeteria 
before somebody gets seriously ill."

Annette Magled, Psych I
’’Question the pricing policy of the 
cafeteria, build u tunnel to Bethunc. 
and use the bearpits for other 
activities besides socializing."

0
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:Come on 
photo clickers!

LET US PREPARE YOU 
FOR THE

June 18, 1984 LSAT
OR THE

June 16, 1984 GMAT
* Each course consists of 20 hours 

instruction for only $145 or 32 
hours for only $215

* Courses are tax deductible
* Complete review of each section 

of each test
* Extensive home study materials
* Your course may be repeated at 

no additional charge
Classes for the June 18 LSAT 
20 hour course June 8-10/84 
32 hour course May 19, 20,
June 9, 10/84
Classes for the June 16 GMAT 
20 hour course June 1-3/84 
32 hour course May 12, 13,
June 2, 3/84
To register, call or write
GMAT/LSAT
PREPARATION COURSES 
P O. Box 597, Station A 
Toronto, Ont. M5W 1G7 
(416) 665-3377

7Pe. idl
0•- ■** n/+- /ftWe’ve decided to extend 

the Excalibur photo 
contest for another 

week—March 22, noon.

f
S.

s vj

4

(<.
There are no restrictions to the 
number or subject matter (no 
pornographic stuff) you can 

submit. No slides, just color or 
black and white prints.

We’re at 111 
Central Square 

Look for our logo 
on the wall 

(You can’t miss it)

Vt,
,

\
i

z>
'r (shne’ing), n I. An enjoyable activity that combines après ski excitement 

with the cool minty flavour of Hiram Walker Schnapps. For schniers, 
die taste is a cool blast of freshness that feels like they never left the slopes!

HIRAM WALKER SCHNAPPS. 
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A NAME MAKES.$50 prize!!!!
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! edi+oria All I know is what 

I read in the papers. 
—Will Rogers

l

CRO a busybody i

Radio York has been shafted. The struggling CYSF- 
owned campus station needs money, and had planned to 
hold a referendum in today’s CYSF elections, to see if 
students would agree to contributing $2 of their academic 
fees to the station.

Unfortunately, the Chief Returning Officer in today’s 
election seems dead set against it.

CRO James Crossland seems to think that with his 
position comes the power to dictate general cysf policy to 
council-owned organization. In fact, the by-laws give the 
CRO the right to administer all aspects of CYSF elections, 
but do not say he can oversee the entire operation of 
Council.

Several weeks ago, Crossland determined that CYSF 
hadn’t notified him in time—personally—that Radio 
York was planning to hold the referendum, although the 
announcement was made publicly. A technicality, we 
think.

Now Crossland is trying to prevent the station from 
conducting its own independent referendum on the same 
day as CYSF elections.

He’s overstepping his boundaries. Since CYSF owns the 
station, it’s up to them, not Crossland, to tell Radio York 
not to hold a referendum. By his actions, Crossland is 
taking on a role that only elected student leaders have 
been given mandate to play.

We understand Crossland’s concern that students 
might be a tad concerned when they see a Radio York 
polling booth set up on the same day as CYSF elections. 
But surely most students have the intelligence to figure 
out the reality.

The CRO has a responsibility to run a clean, quiet 
election. Certainly, after last year’s fiasco, Council needs 
one. But when he tries to tell an organization that they 
can’t ask students if they support their request for 
money—and that’s all it is, a survey of support—then the 
scales tip in the opposite direction. The only way Radio 
York (or any other campus organization, whether or not 
affiliated with the CYSF) could be stopped from holding 
their referendum would be if either the University did not 
allow it, or an elected cysf officer told them not to hold it.

We hope Radio York goes ahead with its referendum 
anyway.
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Excalibur attempts to punt as many letters ,is space allows Please ne 
hue! - letteis over 250 words aie sub/ecl to editing lor length All letters 
must include the authors name address and phone number tor 
verification purposes Pseudonyms may be used upon requestletters

tion and faculty members was a real 
winner! If York students cut out the 
recipes, memorize the instructions and 
eat them, they will probably get better 
nutritious value than if they took the time 
to prepare any of these “-faculty dishes.”

Indeed, after eating all those beans and 
4 lbs of sugar in the marmalade we’d 
probably find an epidemic of gas 
explosions in Toronto’s dental offices!

Best bet for York students: Stick to Ian

me, Mike; where do I sign?
But seriously though, you guys make 

me sick. Randall B., instead of closing his 
President’s Message with “Truly, I 
Remain, Randy,” should have written, 
“Truly, I Remain, Narrowminded, 
Reactionary, Immature, and Mis
guided."

Next election I’ll pass on The Blue 
Wave and hang-ten with The Rhinos.

—Dave Moore

Army’s not so bad

excalibur Editor:
Re: Drew Burgess’ letter “Army 

Recruitment Coerces Students,” (Mar. 1 
issue).

How does a secure education, income 
and future job undermine students 
studying in their own field? The ad says 
“fl degree program,” not “a certain 
degree program." Rather than blackmail 
students, the military offers a viable 
alternative to unemployment lines. 
Remember, this is a free country—no one 
is forced to join anything here.

Also, the free enterprise system 
operates here. It is logical for people to 
make what they’re selling seem as 
attractive as possible. But in the end we 
make the choice. What’s so terrible about 
Canada’s armed forces anyway?

.......................... Roman Pawlyshyn
............................ Bernardo Cioppa

Jonathan Goodman 
Graham Thompson 

Gary Symons
................................ Jason Sherman

Kevin Connolly
.................. .....................Paul Pivato
................................ Mark Zwolmski

Elissa Freeman 
Mario Scattolom. Stuart Moscoe.

Nigel Turner. Peter Yu
...........................................John Ens

Finn Harvor 
Gary Wehrle

................................. Andrew Zarnett
Stuart Ross. Rhonda Sussman

Editor
Managing editor 
News editors

Macdonald’s diet: maceggs—slightly 
runny with a touch of salt and pepper to 
taste!Candidate no NaziI Arts editors

—Name withheld by request
Features editor 
Sports editors

Editor:
On Thursday 9 March 1984, during the 

cysf candidates’ open forum , it was 
reported that an individual presumably 
linked to a Nazi organization, was 
distributing presidential candidate Alex 
Riha’s pamphlets. I am outraged to learn 
that subsequent allegations have been 
made associating the above candidate 
with a Nazi sympathizer. We are totally 
unaware that such an individual or group 
existed on campus.

Furthermore, the accusation is ludi
crous considering the fact that Mr. Riha’s 
grandfather was murdered by Nazi 
soldiers in Poland. 1944 (documents can 
be provided to substantiate the above 
statement).

Please note that we are considering a 
law suit against any individual, group, 
association, or newspaper found making 
such slanderous accusations. We are 
presently carrying out an investigation to 
clarify the matter.

For further information please contact 
Mr. Riha at 622-5595.

Reviewer ‘immature’Photo editors

Editor:
Michael Ondaatje, reviewing Daphne 

Marlatt’s recent poetry, offered this 
critical praise: "Mint ... to be held 
between the teeth." Marian’s work is 
both imagistically and conceptually 
multi-layered, work which a lesser critic 
may have "dismissed as “inexplicable” or 
“confusing," or worse, "pandering to an 
elite sensibility.” Simply put. poetry is 
not journalism. It stems from the richness 
of language and is not a distillate of fact. 
Reviewer Kevin Connolly belies these 
weaknesses of the immature critic: his

Editorial cartoonists

Other campuses editor 
Typesetting
Stall Becky Bainbridge. Peter Becker Katie Brennan. Carol Brunt 
Dave Byrnes, Carla Cesta. Caroline Chia Ian Clarke. Lily Contento, 
Richard Gotlib Anna Grant. Stephanie Gross, Steve Hacker. Helen 

Hinkle. Adrian Iwachiw. Linda Janasz. Debbie Kirkwood. Doug 
Little. Laura Lush. Valerie Macioce. W D Macpherson. Roger 

Newlove. Paul O'Donnell. WE Overton, Gary Scholich. Lerrick 
Starr. Julia Stemecke. Gary Symons. Michelle Aung Thin, Richard 

Underhill, Wendy Ward. Gisele Winton. John Wright. Fay Zalcberg
Mary-Lou Zeitoun

—Neil Gunner

Vows to join Rhinos
Editor:

I really think that the OPCCA has hit on 
something. 1 mean, their Blue Wave 
newsletter is good. I’ve had more laughs 
over its past two issues than I've had since 
the last Blue Wave tossed Joe Clark off 
his board at the Tory leadership in 
beautiful balmy Winnipeg.

Yes, indeed Blue Wave gives us every 
indication of what youthful Campus 
Conservatives can do when they put their 
alleged minds to work. Consider this 
little gem:

“I am glad / am a Canadian 
I am glad I am free 
But I wish I was a dog 
And Pierre Trudeau was a tree"

Merle Menzies 
Greg Gaudet

Business manager
Board ol Publications chairman impulse to rank the contents of Existere 

in order of accessibility is superficially 
qualified by his mistaken belief that ac
cessibility is the recognizable difference 
between “pretense and poetry." The 
degree to which a given work may be self- 
conscious or allusive is not grounds for 
its dismissal as "flawed” or “failed” writ
ing—it is a descriptive taxonomy of 
STYLE, on which the critic can base 
judgements of consistency or integrity 
within a given piece. Although it was 
encouraging to see your newspaper allot 
time and space to Existere, the quality 
and mode of Connolly’s criticism dis
credits its validity.

Excalibur is published every Thursday during 
by Excalibur Publications inc ill Central 
Downsview Ontario M3J 1P3 Telephone(416)667 32011editorial) 667 3800(business 
and advertising) Contents copyright 1984 Excalibur Publications Inc All rights 
reserved Reproduction or use without written permission, ol editorial or pictorial content 
is prohibited txc.ahbur is an associate member ol the Ontario Community Newspaper 
Association ISSN 0823-1995

the academic session (September to April) 
Square York University 4700 Keele St

News, arts, sports. 667-3201 
Business and advertising: 667-3800 

Excalibur typesetting: 667-3800
— Sandro drone 

(Campaign Secretary) 
Alex Riha 

(Presidential Candidate)@ Avoid gas explosionsThis is really funny stuff. But what’s 
funnier though is that one Mike Orr, Mr. 
Funding on Merit himself, is willing to 
saddle his fellow young Conservatives 
with the unlikely burden of footing the 
bill for my education. Sounds good to

,+ — *.* Fw National Adverting. ttu. peper « ■ memtw. ol
gnu ' I Ill ' Uf .

vSBJKV' no Drown fto«l Toron» One™ use no 
I J

Editor:
Nutrition in Excal—fxcaloric!
Your March 8 coverage of the cook

ing/eating habits of York Administra-

—margarei chrisrakos (sic)

MORE LETTERS ON NEXT PAGE

l
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WWW,e+ters Faculty, Staff and Students ART GALLERY OF YORK UNIVERSITY

DRAWING—A CANADIAN^ 
SURVEY 1977-1982

XEROX SPECIAL
3 t Per CopyThe overall tenor of your review

er’s criticism is that there is pretense 
in the paper. First, where, at the 
university stage, isn't there pretense? 
Who is not drawing on an incom
plete knowledge of the masters in his 
or her field in order to become a 
master him/herself.’ As for “preten
tious” in the vaguely resentful way 
Connolly uses the word (to mean 
“clever,” "pedantic,” “dishonest,” 
or “shallow masquerading as mean
ingful”), I find it to be inapplicable 
to the issue.

Connolly comes off as a philistine, 
with the standard philistine ap
proach, that what veers from the 
usual in art is pretentious and 
“obscure.” Why, otherwise, the 
continual (sic)’s behind those names 
with lower-case letters? By now (i.e., 
since e.e. cummings) it must be a 
given that there are reasons for 
artists to sign their name this or any 
other way.

I don't mean by all this that 
Excalibur has no right to criticize 
York students' production. 1 do 
think, although it mimics a city— 
that is, “objective”—newspaper, 
some emphasis should be on sup
port, even if a thing is of mediocre 
quality, with a sensitivity, not 
necessarily to the leelings ol the 
“sensitive young idealist” (Connol
ly’s phrase) but to the facts and 
realities of any student endeavor. 
Writers at this stage are obviously 
trying their wings for the first time: 
to give them a bit of "air space” is the 
purpose of a thing like Existere.

Finally, there may not be such an 
abundance ol brilliant writers at 
York as Connolly supposes. As 
anywhere else, there is probably an 
abundance of mediocrity and some 
outstanding work, and for a while 
they stand together. Existere could 
be criticized for its infrequency, but 
I'm sure three or four issues a year 
would show up the same fact.

I advise the lamentably tiny 
minority of those who are open to 
writing and enjoy brand new work, 
to simply find a copy of Existere and 
to pay no attention to what Excal
ibur or any other “authority" says 
about the work it contains.

Signed, the disgruntled person 
who contributed to Existere and who 

mentioned in the

on any order above $25.00 
Otter Includes Free Cerlox Binding 
and Collating for a limited time only. 
Other Services Include Offset Printing. 

Xerox Color Copies. Xerox 2080 tor 
Engineering and Industrial Drawings

Hydery Printing
2221 Yonge Street 

(or Yonge/Eglinron Subway) 
Phone - 488-5622
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I ditor:
Oh how appropriate your head- 

!. ie was last week! There certainly 
l ive been unfair tactics in the cysi 

. But the culprit is not only

to Wednesday, March 21, 1984 
ROSS BUILDING N145 
MONDAYS TO FRIDAYS 10:00 TO 4:00 p.m.r.ice

Michael Strapko but also Excalibur. 
Unfortunately the knowledge 

voters have of the candidates 
from campaign posters and a_

most
This new one-year (3-term) multi-disciplinary program is 
applied and policy oriented; an excellent preparation for a 
variety of professional careers.
Admission Requirements B.A. (Honours) or equivalent 
with upper second class standing and at least a basic 
economics course. Students from all academic fields are 
invited to apply.
Information/Applications available from 
School of Industrial Relations 
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 
Telephone (613) 547-5870 ___________

comes
university newspaper that feels no 
obligation to be impartial. In fact, 
the week before the election, the 
editor thought it would be fair to 
systematically slaughter all of the 
presidential candidates in print; all 

for the incumbent, Chris

t Master of
Industrial Relations 
Queen's UniversityIpexcept 

Summerhayes.
In doing so, the editor has shown a 

lack of journalistic integrity and has 
virtually assured Mr. Summerhayes 
another term in office. Perhaps he is 
the best choice, but surely the 
president of CYSI doesn't need 
Excalibur to campaign for him, or
does he?

Spend the summer with us 
and take home a credit.

—P. Varma

What about me?

Editor:
1 object to some of the assump

tions in Excalibur's review of the 
latest issue of Existere.

Your reviewer Kevin Connolly 
suggests there was a lack of adver
tisement for contributors. This may 
be so. but my understanding is that 
the editors did approach creative 
writing instructors and did distribute 
flyers for the publication. As for 
those who were unaware of it, 
Excalibur has provided the best 
possible ««-advertisement for Exis
tere, a reinforcement of the perennial 
student-level fear that things are 
really run by "élites” that won’t 
accept outsiders or their work, or 
will always give preference only to 
those “within the circle.”

Right, so he presumes Existere is 
run by an “élite.” Any repetition of 
contributors to the publication does 
not indicate to me a “self-pro
claimed élite” (and where was this 
élite “proclaimed,” anyway?) It 
means that some have the ambition 
and faith in their work to want to 
have their writing published.

For a copy of the 1984 
Summer Calendar and registration 
information, contact:
The School of Continuing Education 
Room 302, Administration Building 
Carleton University 
Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5B6 
(613) 231-6660

• Evening courses are offered 
May—mid-August

e Day courses are scheduled 
July—mid-August

• Residence accommodation is 
available on campus

It’s to your credit!Non-Carleton University students are 
advised to obtain a Letter of Permission 
from their home university to ensure that 
they will receive transfer of credit for 
their Carleton course(s). w

IS Carleton University

was not even 
review. ra-Terrestrials have never be—Chris Warren

ed-oulm.m sn>
Radio York vote denial ‘undemocratic’ rm ' : .a

m
Editor:

Living in a democracy, we hold 
the contention that power and 
authority are to be respected, and 
that those in positions of authority 
must exercise their power in just 
fashion. Failure to do this results 
eventually in tyranny, whereby the 
rights of individuals 
and paths to justice are buried 
beneath excuses and minute techni
calities. Such is the case of Chief 
Returning Officer James Crossland 
and the current cysi elections.

On Tuesday Feb. 28, in a hearing 
of the Election Tribunal led by Mr. 
Crossland, it was ruled that Radio 
York would not be permitted to 
proffer its referendum question on 
the CYSI ballot on March 15. This 
ruling was based on the fact that the 
referendum question, which had 
already been approved by CYSI- and 
had appeared publically on cysi s 

. page in this publication, had 
been officially forwarded to the CRO 
within seven days of the commencc- 

of the campaign period. 1 his 
oversight violated Article IV, section 
1.3 of the Election Bylaw, With no 
right to appeal, the referendum was 
called off.

Radio York, though, was not 
halt its drive towards

illegal. Although Mr. Crossland mwas
could not cite a specific breach in the 
Bylaw, he declared that the Election 
Tribunal decided that Radio Yoik’s 
referendum would “reduce the 
integrity of the Election Tribunal, 
and Mr. Crossland threatened a halt 
to Radio York’s funding from CYSF 
if the referendum was held.

Mr. Crossland's decision to main
tain such a self-righteous attitude 
that only regards the letter of the 
Bylaw has made him blind not only 
to the opinion poll nature of a 
referendum, but also to the fact that 
the spirit of a law must also be 
considered. Article XIX, section 2.0 
of the Bylaw states that “no rule 
shall be made which infringes the 
principles of natural justice." Natur
al justice includes both the letter and 
spirit of a law, as well as the right to 
an appeal. On questioning Cross
land on Article XIX, section 2.0, 
which would enable the Election 
Tribunal to revise its Feb. 28th 
ruling, our pleas fell to deaf ears. 
Radio York had been told by the 
Tribunal that if the spirit of the law 
could also have been considered, 
then the ruling would have been 
made in our favor. Article XIX, 

2.0 allows for the spirit to be

SLAPSTICK
JOF ANOTHER 

KINDare violated,
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Based on the novel SLAPSTICK by KURT VONNEGUT

JIM BACKUS SAMUEL FULLER MERV GRIFFIN 
PAT MORITA Line Producer PATRICK WRIGHT

section
recognized, but it became evident 
that Crossland would not budge.

People who are not willing to 
listen to other points of view should 
not be in the possession of power. 
Mr. Crossland’s deaf ears and blind 

have considerably hindered

about to 
increased lunding. 1 he Radio 5 ork 
Executive decided to hold its own 
referendum on Mar. 15, independent 
from CYSI, and governed by an 
arbitrary, impartial CRO. Radio 
York’s staff then undertook a 

on short

with JOHN ABBOTT
VIRGINIA GRAHAM _ nAK, ... ,DDUV

Executive Producers HANK PAUL LARRY SUGAR DAN MURPHY 
Produced & Directed by STEVEN PAUL _____Written

STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 16th AT A CANADIAN ODEON 
THEATRE NEAR YOU. CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS.
© 1984 READ THE DELL BOOK. -----------------

eyes
Radio York’s attempt to ask the 
student bydy for its opinion.

—Robbie Sheffman 
News director. Radio York

tremendous campaign 
notice, that included large capital 
spendings tor printed materials. On 
Monday March 12, Radio York 
told that its independent referendum

was
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Why you eat what you eat at the price you pay. L S

or everyone who studies, lives and works at 
H York the quality of our food services is a 

«s naggingly persistent concern.
"The food is lousy, it’s overpriced, the peak time 

line-ups are too long and there is often no place to sit," 
says Professor Eagle, chairman of the Faculty of Arts 
Department of Psychology in regard to Central 
Square’s cafeteria.

Thus the question arises as to whether the residence 
students’ food is subsidized by non-residence 
students. Grandies prefers to be more diplomatic and 
says, “the undergraduate feeding program is 
subsidized by the rest of the I ceding program."

Grandies is wary about the use of the word 
“subsidies” because of a similar problem he faces in 
York’s housing services. Housing and Food Services 

Gulnar Manji, a residence student at Stong College profit on graduate housing while losing money on 
says she and her friends are so sick of "Rill’s Swill” (in 
reference to the food at Warren Rill’s cafeteria in 
Stong College) that they have sold their scrip and 
opted to buy their own food which they store and cook 
in their residence commons room.

Osgoode Legal and Literary Society (OLLS) purchased 
the franchise to run what was once just a vending 
machine outlet. Neither OLLS nor Grandies seem to 
know- where the initial money came from; nevertheless 
Osgoode is now starting to reap the benefits from its 
risk venture.

William Day, manager of Osgoode Cafeteria, has 
really “turned the place around” says David 
Goldman, Treasurer of the 
hires Day to manage the cafeteria, and Day, in turn, 
controls everything front hiring to price increases. 
However, it is the student council who ultimately 
monitors retail pricing.

At any rate, “lood costs at Osgoode Cafeteria 
lower than Central Square" claims Day. For example 
"we try to run one vegetarian meal per day as a way to 
keep costs down."

Although Goldman says student council does not 
place profit-making as a priority, the cafeteria has 
made a profit of approximately $10,000, which 
council uses to subsidize clubs, and organizations in 
financial need.

Could Osgoode Cafeteria serve as a model for other 
campus cafeterias? Not according to Eli Gershko- 
vitch. Gershkovitch says that Osgoode is smaller and 
less complex than a residence cafeteria. Its 
does not indicate that students could handle the larger 
residence cafeterias. Also, the larger cafeterias need a 
“continuity" which is absent in student council 
governments in order to continue to operate such a 
residence service, says Gershkovitch.

Michael Adam disagrees. He thinks students "can 
be trusted" to run a residence cafeteria.

Grandies says that although he is proud of the job 
OLl.SA has done with Osgoode’s cafeteria, he doesn’t 
believe that students possess the skills to run a 
residence cafeteria.

• Can students run York’s cafeterias?
• Should our food services be provided by private cafeterias or an 
“in house” operation?on?
• Are pubs healthy alternatives to the cafeterias or unfair competition?
• Were you aware that Rill Foods wants to build a dome over
Central Square’s patio, while McDonald’s Hamburgers sought to erect its 
“golden arch”there? OLLS. Student council

undergraduate residences. Controversy arose when 
the Toronto Star reported that undergraduate 
residences were being subsidized by profits from the 
graduate residences.

York campus food Ombudsman, Eli Gershkovitch 
denies that residence students are being subsidized 
“absolutely and totally." lie says that any losses 
incurred by the residence cafeterias for the University 
are a result of “administrative waste. It is the

-
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Sympathetic to the concerns of residence students, 

from whom most complaints come, Norman 
Grandies, director of Food and HousingServices says, 
“I wouldn’t want to eat any where three times a day for 
three months. You couldn't eat at the Royal York for 
eight months and still come out with a smile on your 
kisser."

Michael Adam, chairman of the Complex One User 
Committee says this is a "poor way of dismissing 
genuine complaints." If what Grandies says were true 
“we would all be sick of eating at home," says Adam.

Warren Rill operates York’s residence cafeterias in 
Complexes One and Two, and at Glendon. Because of 
the "prestige value” of having such a large contract as 
York, Rill has gone on to win contracts at the Royal 
Ontario Museum, Commonwealth Stadium in 
Edmonton, and Toronto Island.
“Financially nothing would happen" to Rill Foods 

if he lost the York contracts, says Rill. But, since he 
received his first contract here. Rill feels a special 
allegiance to York. “You never want to leave home," 
says Rill. “I put up with a lot of things here that I 
wouldn't anywhere else," he says. For example, he 
continues to pay for the replacement of dishes and 
cutlery even though he maintains he can't afford to.

Engelbert Salvetti, owner of Elite Foods (which 
operates the Central Square cafeteria) finds it hard to 
believe that Rill is not making money. He wondered 
what Rill would be doing at York if he was not.

Grandies was disturbed when Excalibur informed 
him that it was discussing the food services with the 
owners of York’s caterers. Maintaining that “they are 
my employees,” he asked why Excalibur was 
discussing the issues with the caterers “without my 
permission."

Grandies confirmed that Rill is not making much 
profit at York. Yet he emphasizes that Rill receives 
over $1.5 million from York every year and that this 
huge cash flow helps Rill's operations considerably.

Since Central Square is the "financial plum” of 
York’s cafeterias, according to Grandies, Rill has 
expressed persistent interest in obtaining a contract 
there. Rill says he would love “to have Central Square 
if (Grandies) would take back Complex One and 
1 wo," where Rill operates the less profitable residence 
cafeterias.

During the tendering for the contract at Central 
Square in 1980, Rill submitted a bid that included a 
proposed dome to be built over Central Square. But 
for this and other improvements. Rill wanted an 
unreasonably long 20-year contract, according to 
Grandies.

McDonald’s also submitted a bid, but lost out 
partly because they wanted to erect a golden arch over 
Central Square.

As for student complaints. Rill says “some 
reasonable and some are nitpicky.” Because of the 
cultural diversity of the student body Rill finds it hard 
to satisfy everyone’s tastes “to make it like they get at 
home.”

Rill says he tries to improve the service in many 
ways such as his decision to provide plate covers next 
year to keep students’ food warm while waiting in the 
cashier's lineup.

Rill won the Glendon contract in 1983 and has 
constructed a new servery there. Grandies said that 
after years of student dissatisfaction with the previous 
caterer, Beaver Foods, he and a tendering committee 
were glad to award Rill the contract. Complaints 
already pouring in about Rill’s operation, says 
Grandies. "Beaver is already remembered lovingly," 
he says. But they are stuck with Rill says Grandies. 
“Rill is the boogey man now. 1 hey wanted him, they 
got him."

The University charges each caterer for the privilege 
of being located on the campus. This charge does not 
take the form of a uniform monthly rent, but rather is 
a percentage of a caterer's gross income. The gross 
percentage charged to each caterer varies consider
ably. Elite Foods, for example, is charged almost 
double what Rill Foods is charged.

Elite made well over $100,000 for the University last 
year. 1 his helped to delray the University’s loss from 
Rill’s operations which was slightly higher than Elite's 
profits.

For the benefit of their often frustrated patrons, Excalibur's Graham Thompson 
and Natalie Cajic went to the people who own, operate, and regulate York’s 
cafeterias and pubs to see if we could begin to unravel some of the confusion 
surrounding York’s food services.

retaliated against.
When asked to be specific, 

they said perhaps liquor ^plrPgJE* 
orders might be lost or delayed 
by Grandies.

Grandies laughed when asked if pub managers had 
anything to fear from him, and claimed such a belief 
was "hysterical” and an “absurdity.” Grandies said ; 
that if they are “afraid to be identified they areg 
probably ashamed of what they are saying." 1

Operation of York’s pubs follows a very different 
procedure from the cafeterias. Each college has a 
student council which operates the pub and sends 
council executives to sit on a pub management board. 
Besides student council executives, a representative 
from the Master of the college (usually a professor) 
and the manager of the college pub are on the board. 
They discuss policy in regard to any renovations, 
salary and price increases. The Liquor License Board 
of Ontario (LLBO) holder for all college pubs is 
Grandies. He "oversees us all" explains Patty Gosse, 
manager of the Cock and Bull in Founders College. 
Grandies is legally responsible to see that pubs operate 
under all LLBO and York regulations.

According to Grandies, he was made the sole license 
holder for all York pubs because the llbo did not 
want to deal with all the paperwork that would be 
created if they had to handle each pub individually. 
The LLBO simplified matters for themselves by only 
dealing with Grandies.

Thus, Housing and Food Services buys liquor in 
bulk and distributes it to York’s pubs at a 20 percent 
levy on cost. Grandies says this covers the cost of 
doing the paperwork and bookkeeping, employing a 
campus distributor (called a “beer humper”), and a 
portion of his and his secretary’s salaries.

With over $ 1.1-million in annual liquor sales at 
York, the University made a $20,000 profit which 
Grandies says is plowed back into Food Service 
revenues to cover losses in other areas, such as 
residence cafeteria operations.

A second fee is assessed on pub operations. Three 
percent of gross revenues is dished out to Housing and 
Food Services every fiscal year.

Last year at the Cock and Bull, the combined 
charges totalled $26.000, according to pub manager 
Patty Gosse.

The three percent fee is a “participation tax" 
according to Grandies, who says the pubs were unfair 
competition to the caterers. Because they don’t pay 
rent for space, heat, light, energy, and water, Grandies 
says they can drastically undercut the cafeterias

maintenance and upkeep of the cafeterias that are 
subsidized, not prices.” By this Gershkovitch means 
that the University charges exorbitant fees for the 
maintenance and upkeep of the cafeterias by York 
staff.

Grandies says he was hired in 1972 to deal with the 
perennial deficits, which, by 1980. totaled $ 1,560,000. 
“The deficits were directly attributable to the 
residences (cafeterias),” said Grandies.

The food services turned the corner in the 1980-81 
school year when they made a proft of $90,000. "Now 
that we are in the black we will not go in the red 
again," says Grandies. For this year. Grandies 
forecasts a “modest surplus."

Grandies attributes the financial turnaround in 
food services to the multi-caterer system that replaced 
the monopoly that existed before. Until 1975, all 
cafeterias on campus were run by a single caterer—VS 
Services.
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Food Services Administration without the three percent fee.
Grandies says that such free services were in fact a 

subsidy to pubs and that “the money used to prop 
them up could be used elsewhere,” such as in 
educational services.

In an era of ever-shrinking revenues for universities, 
the University cannot justify subsidizing food services 
when educational services, says Grandies, are in 
desperate need of cash. Thus it was decided that food 
services must pay for themselves.

Some pubs claimed that the three percent levy was 
harsh; when it was first introduced some predicted it 
would break them financially.

Grandies says this is false. He points out that six 
York pubs grossed more money than three of the 
caterers. One pub that grossed $155,000 pocketed 
$44,000 profit after the 3 percent levy, while another 
that grossed $290,000 lost $8,000 says Grandies. In 
total, the pubs gross $2-million annually, as opposed 
to the $5-million grossed by the cafeterias.

Thus Grandies says pubs should look to their own 
management practices before criticizing him for 
levying the three percent charge.

Grandies points out that some pubs deliberately 
employ more people to distribute the profits to 
students, while others, such as Calumet’s Ainger, take 
a much lower profit. The Ainger puts 80 percent of its 
income into food while other pubs have food costs 
ranging from 45 percent to 70 percent. The cafeterias 
can only afford a 45 to 50 percent food cost says 
Grandies.

Paul Leonard, manager of Winters College's 
Absinthe Pub, says that if the three percent levy were 
increased, students can and will pay extra—and 
Grandies knows it. “There’s just too many Camaros in 
the parking lot," he says.

A. Ross Dawson
Director of 
Ancillary Services

University Food and 
* Beverages Services 

Committee (UFBSC)
v -Ji
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now. They wanted him 
they got him.”

—Norman Grandies
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Grandies describes the food under VS as being "so 

bad." He explains that under the old food system. 
Housing and Food Services succumbed to political 
pressure to keep prices stationary even though labor 
and materials costs were rising rapidly for the caterers.

“There was only one answer to that," said 
Grandies. “You got less of a sandwich." Thus food 
quality diminished.

Grandies says that if we want to maintain food 
quality we can have “deficits that pile up, or higher 
prices." To cover any deficits. Grandies says the 
University has to use money that could be better used 
for strictly educational purposes. Because of the 
scarcity of University funds the maintenance of a 
financially self-sufficient food system has become a 
high university priority says Grandies.

Cafeterias
Restaurants
and Vending Services
- 7

Referring to Grandies" praise of Ol.LS’s Osgoode 
operation but reluctance to consider student-run 
cafeterias, Adams says “he (Grandies) wants to have 
his cake and eat it too.”

OI LS has had its contract for the Osgoode cafeteria 
extended for two more years, beginning this May.

Still another choice is to provide students with a meal 
plan. But with such a system students are restricted to 
using one dining hall, meal hours are strictly limited, 
and if you miss a meal you forfeit your money, says 
Gershkovitch.

One other option would have students cooking 
their own meals, as they do in the Graduate 
residences. But because they were not equipped with 
kitchens when they were constructed, cooking in the 
undergraduate residences would pose an unaccept
able fire hazard, says Grandies.

Their preference for York's scrip system is one issue 
that Grandies and Gershkovitch do agree on.

Grandies says that universities that have eliminated 
the scrip system and allowed the students to use cash 
have suffered a 33 percent loss in catering revenues.

With scrip you receive only what you want, when 
you want it. ll you skip a meal you do not lose your 
money, and you can dine at any cafeteria or restaurant 
on campus, argues Grandies.

Gershkovitch parts company with Grandies when 
he argues that residence students should receive 
discounts on scrip because they are "bulk buyers" of 
cafeteria food.

Next year the price for scrip will rise 7.1 percent 
when the mandatory purchase for residence students 
goes from $1,050 to $1,125.

Formal Authority

Informal Communication Links

Since 1975, when York got rid of the campus 
catering monopoly policy, the University has 
operated under the “multi-catering system” which 
divided the University into six distinct food areas 
that private caterers bid for. When caterers are 
awarded their contracts, they are regulated by a 
two-tiered committee structure under the direction 
of Housing and Food Services Director Norman 
Grandies.

The caterers in each food area are monitored by a 
user committee, who bring concerns about retail 
prices, hours of operation, and general cafeteria 
service directly to the caterers. Membership on the 
user committees is open to anyone in the York 
community, although the chairman is usually a 
student. The six user committees oversee the 
catering operations in Atkinson, Gentral Square. 
Osgoode, Glendon, Gomplex One ( the Winters and 
Founders cafeterias) and Complex Two (the Stong 
cafeteria).

These user committees belong to a larger group 
called the University Food and Beverage Service 
Committee (UFBSC), which also has representatives 
from other student, faculty, and staff groups. The 
UFBSC has met four times this academic year to 
discuss overall food policies, dining plans, annual 

"price increases, budgets, general vending, and the 
tendering of catering contracts.

However even at this point we encounter 
problems. As Grandies notes, “some committees 
are not as active as others.” Gail Rabinovitch of the 
Complex Two user committee, Sonny Francois of

Atkinson’s and cvsf representative Martin Zarnett 
have only attended one meeting each. Thus York 
campus food ombudsman Eli Gershkovitch says 
that some colleges “are not getting the representa
tion that they deserve," but that it is “incumbent 
upon themselves (college students)," to rectify the 
attendance problem.

Grandies says he “gauge(s) the food service by the 
activity of the user committee,” in each food area, 
and that if there are “no complaints we assume there 
is no problem or absolute apathy."

The cafeteria contract in each food area is 
awarded to the caterer that offers York the best 
package deal in the eyes of Housing and Food 
Services and Ancillary Services, headed by A. Ross 
Dawson. Prime factors in the awarding of contracts 
are the percentage of gross revenues offered by the 
caterer to the University, proposed renovations to 
cafeterias (such as Glendon's new servery), the 
length of the contract sought by the caterer, and any 
other perks thrown in by the caterer that might 
lighten the financial load for York. An example of 
such a contract sweetener is Rill's recent assumption 
of the responsibility for replacing missing and 
broken dishes and cutlery. The University’s bill for 
replacing these items was $70,000 in 1982, says 
Grandies.

The caterers do not pay a fixed rent as other 
businesses do, but pay York a percentage of their 
gross revenues. Flousing and Food Services is in 
turn billed by the Department of Physical Plant for 
the use of University space and utilities.
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humut both Eli Gershkovitch and Michael Adam 
believe that the University should return to the 
campus-wide food monopoly that pre-dated 

the present system. And this “unitary" system should 
be run by York, not an outside caterer, they argue.

Gershkovitch says that this would provide greater 
buying power, and would result in better control 
food services by the University. The previous deficits 
accumulated under VS Services were a “result of 
University incompetence," says Gershkovitch. He 
maintains that there is no reason why the University 
should have to foot any of the caterers’ deficits. To 
prove his point, Gershkovitch cites the case of 
Queen's University which requires their single caterer 
to assume any deficit higher than one percent of their 
projected budget. Thus Gershkovitch believes that 
Y ork’s deficits were simply a result of “bad bargaining 
on the part of the University."

Adam also prefers the concept of a unitary catering 
system because “profits would stay at York," and it 
would allow the University to "lower prices."

Another alternative to the multi-catering system is a 
student-run operation, which is exactly how Osgoode" 
Cafeteria is managed. About three years
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hen we went to York's pub managers to see 
what they had to say about their relationship 
with Housing and Food Services, some ex

pressed a reluctance to be quoted for fear of being
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Novel hopeful gets bum steer

Davey builds new library
\

V „

university system to approach Davey and 
ask him to undertake the gargantuan task. 
Davey in turn sought help from the 
government by asking the Canadian High 
Commissioner in New Delhi to arrange for 
book donations. Davey recalls that the 
official was “very sympathetic,” and felt 
that such a program might encourage trade 
links between Canada "and India, which 

the Commissioner's primary task.
But Ottawa was reluctant—apparently 

India’s misuse of the Candu reactor and 
her ties with the Soviet Union were enough 
to discourage Canadian support. "But,” 

Davey, after recounting how the

Indian government 
asks York professor to 
set up learning centre

.

- I■M uBy JASON SHERMAN 
he government and universities of 
India have established programs 
which will dramatically increase the 

country's study of Canadian life and 
culture, and York creative writing profes- 

Frank Davey is providing an important 
first step: he is establishing a Canadian 
library at the University of Baroda. Several 
universities, under the project, have been 
specifically designated for particular areas 
of study, with the Baroda institution 
receiving the hotly contested nod for 
Canadian literature.

Davey, who taught a month-long 
workshop on CanLit in India two summers 
ago, cites a number of reasons for the 
sudden interest. Foremost is the startling 
growth of literacy and education (due 
largely to compulsory education laws), 
which is triggering a correspondingly large 
number of new scholastic institutions.

This, in turn, means that Indian students 
scrambling for these topics for their 

M.A. and Ph.D. papers,. But British books, 
which have been the most heavily studied 
(English being the unofficial second 
language in the country), are providing 
fewer and fewer areas untouched by the 
graduate students. Books from the United 
States and, in particular, Canada, are thus 
being sought by the universities in order 
that new ground may be broken.

Why Canada in particular? Davey 
speaks of the “curiosity” of Indians to 
understand how another commonwealth 
nation managed to overcome an inherent 
inferiority complex to the motherland.

This, then, was the setting for the
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says
American government actually built and 
stocked a library, "most educated people in 
India have cultural ties with the Common
wealth. Canada, for them, is a very 
important country because of their parallel 
situation." But Ottawa wasn't interested.

Davey’s next idea was far more success
ful. He sent out letters to Canadian 
publishers large and small, and received an 
overwhelmingly positive response, collect
ing thus far some thousand mint condition 
books and periodicals, largely from such 
‘firms as Douglas and McIntyre, McClel
land and Stewart, Coach House Press, and
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Steerpike: evil genius.

b> JASON SHERMAN 
hatever happened to democracy at 
York?—that’s the question being 
asked by the Committee to Elect 

Steerpike for President (CKSP), after their 
members were denied permission to put up 
posters in Central Square.

"1 don't understand," said Stuart Rosspoke, 
CtSP publicity manager. “It's not as it we 
doing anything illegal. 1 mean, sure, we got his 
nomination in late, but this is supposed to be a 
free country, isn't it? Isn't it?"

Steerpike. who is being billed as ‘The man 
with no conscience," could not be reached for 
comment. “He's uh ... sick—yeah, yeah, that's 
it, he's sick,” said an unidentified person at

Oxford University Press.
Davey’s next problem—shipping and 

receiving.the books—solved itself when he 
sent a letter quite by coincidence from

( I SP headquarters.
James Crossland, the Chief Returning 

Officer, also could not be reached for 
comment, but an aide ot his said “I don t know 
who the (expletive deleted) these people- 
trying to fool, but we’re trying to run a 
(expletive deleted) election here, not a circus."

ci sp, which claims to have support from “all 
kinds of people,” will be filing a request to have 
the election declared nullified, in light of what 
they see as out-and-out discrimination. “Okay, 
so he’s'evil," said one Cl sp member, "but at 
least he’s got some ideas."

When asked what those ideas were, the 
member declined to comment.
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the Canadian Organization for Develop
ment through Education (CODE), an outfit 
which receives donations exactly like those 
Davey was collecting. Through its newly 
established Committee on Overseas Uni
versity Library Support, CODE will ship the 
books to Bombay, insured. There, the 
shipment will be picked up by a bonded 
company and moved 200 miles up the coast 
to the University.
“Projects like this accumulate energy," 

Davey says. “If there’s genuine interest, it 
will become worthwhile."
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Eastern European Film Festival boosts Romanians Mucho trendy book 
for those in the no

Eastern European Film Festival 
at Harbourfront. March 20-25 
(two films reviewed. The Contest and 
Ipu's Death)
All films subtitled in English______

\
Megatrends 
by John Naisbitt
Warner Paperback. 333 pp. $4.95hi.

XBy IAN CLARKE
n 1912, celebrating the 35th anniversary of 
its independence from under Ottoman 
domination, Romania produced the film 

The War of Independence. Back in the USA, 
D.W. Griffith was busy warming up for his 
magnum opus Birth of a Nation. Since then 
each country has developed a brand of cinema 
following the poetic maxim," East is East and 
West and West, and ne’er the twain shall 
meet."

Divergent forms of expression have been 
nurtured under the whims and woes of 
conflicting political ideologies. Financial 
constraints have kept East European cinema 
distinct from the pyrotechnic spectaculars of 
Hollywood. Instead, what we see from such 
countries are films which concentrate on a 
small collection of people who are representa
tive of concerns which extend beyond the 
group’s perimeter. Symbolism runs rampant 
through these productions, utilizing exterior 
references for plot development. The Contest 
and Ipu's Death, two films presented in the 
Festival, are entertaining examples of this 
tendency.

The Contest explores the darker connota
tions of a “group mentality.” Eight members of 
an orienteering club gather one weekend, fully 
prepared with a compass and survival supplies, 
to race through the forest and claim the 
intensely coveted first prize. But the team is' 
short one person and is forced to quickly 
recruit a young spectator, simply referred to as 
“the kid.”

Never before have so few people yelled so 
loudly at each other over so little. Constant 
arguments errupt over petty problems and 
bruised egos. The kid ( if he were any more of a 
Christ figure he’d be hauling a cross) is a 
ubiquitous blanket over the confusion. The 
eight members are set up in the role of 
“apostles" and each exercise a little Judas-like
en vy. The kid not only achieves victory for the 
team but causes each individual to re-examine 
his life and relationship to society.

b> KAI MAHABIR I
rends, like horses," John Naisbitt 
says, "are easier to ride in the direc
tion they are already going." Nais- 

bitt is not referring to fads, but to "mega
trends"— major directions North America is 
moving in.

Naisbitt's book, Megatrends, deals with ten 
of these new directions based onliis analysis ol 
what is happening today, and Ins belief that we 
are undergoing some fundamental changes 
This book is unique because it removes much 
that seems mystical, yet it stretches concepts, h 
will appeal both to the layman and the scholar. 
For example, Naisbitt discusses the largest 
transformation—the shift from an industrial 
society to an information society—and shows 
how society now mass-produces information» 
the way it mass-produced cars. “The new 
source of power is not money in the hands of a 
few, but information in the hands of the 
many," writes Naisbitt. “In the future, editors 
won't tell us what to read. We w ill tell editors 
what we choose to read."

Subsequent chapters deal with related 
themes. Chapter two looks at the change in our 
technology and how people will cope with high 
technology. Naisbitt shows how the computer 
will by virtue of its design allow us to retain our 
individuality.

The shift from a national economy to a 
world economy is a section that may sound 
only appealing to economics majors, but the 
simplicity of Naisbitt's presentation will entice 
any reader to learn something new.

Unlike most “future” books, which tend to 
science fiction or speculation. Megatrends is 
based on through analysis. John Naisbitt's 
quarterly Trend Report has earned him the 
reputation of being able to examine newspaper 
clippings and magazine articles which will tell 
what is happening now, and predict what will 
happen in the future.
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A scene from Ipu's Death, one of five Romanian films on tap at Harbourfront

It sounds like plodding stuff but director- 
writer Dan Pita infuses the film with an off
beat style of kinetic energy. In the fashion of a 
Passion Play, each character is a "type,” from 
the corpulent boss and his raving incompetence 
to the fanatic bureaucrat who must put every 
action into writing to have it approved.
Through it all the kid drifts like a holy vapor, 
cleansing and healing as a pop messiah.

John Mills’ performance in Ryan s Daughter 
indelibly stamped an image ol how a village 
idiot must appear and act—alternately 
mumbling, weeping and limping about 1 lie- 
countryside. Ipu's Death successfully presents a 
much different dramatization of such a

The intelligentsia of the village, a priest, 
notary and a lawyer, decide to proffer I pu as 
the murdejer. They arc fhe microcosmic group 
representing a cowardly society. Ipu’s level of 
mental retardation has not precluded him from 
an acute child-like ability to perceive hypoc
risy. He exposes the true nature of each 
individual. With booze and false promises the 
group convinces lpu to sacrifice his life.

Director Sergiu NicolaescU has crafted a 
compelling narrative which is never infected 
with the insincerity of melodrama—given the 
content, this is a formidable accomplishment, 
lpu is a big kid but with a powerful sense of 
dignity, elevating him above the fearful 
squabbling of the crowd. Ipu's Death has a twist 
ending which leaves no doubt as to who the 
actual idiots are.

sorrowful character.
Set in World War II Transylvania, an 

orphan boy befriends lpu, a middle-aged 
tramp whose chief occupation is lazy fishing by 

Together they race through fields
With most films the attitudes and concerns 

of a culture shine off the screen like so many 
illuminated history lessons. This collection of 
rarely seen films acquaints one with a 
perspective on the stale of modern-day 
Romania. The ideas and styles are exciting in 
their novelty and favorably contrast with the 
predictable banality of Hollywood.

a stream.
playing ‘war’ with stolen machine guns and 
helmets. A German soldier is murdered in the 
village and the Nazis demand that the local 
people produce the killer within a 24-hour 
period or the entire population will be 
annihilated.
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Pulitzer Prize winner Malamud makes short shrift of voice shifts
is all incorporated into the body of the prose, making multiple 
shifts in narrative focus possible:

At night I watch the news programs. I watch the war from 
day to day. It’s a big burning war on a small screen. It rains 
bombs and the flames roar higher. Sometimes 1 lean Over and 
touch the war with the flat of my hand. I wait for my hand to

My son with the dead hand.
I expect to be drafted every day but it doesn’t bother me the 
way it used to. 1 won’t go. I’ll go to Canada or somewhere else 
I can go.
The way he is frightens my wife and she is glad to go to my 
daughter’s house every morning to take care of the three 
children. I stay with him in the house but he don’t talk to me. 
You ought to call up Harry and talk to him, my wife says to 
my daughter.
I will sometime butdon’t forget there’s nine years difference 
between our ages. I think he thinks of me as another mother 
around and one is enough. I used to like him when he was a 
little boy but now it’s hard to deal with someone who won’t 
reciprocate to you.
She’s got high blood pressure, I think she’s afraid.

mThe Stories of Bernard Malamud 
by Bernard Malamud 
Collins, 350 pp„ $23.95.________

By KEVIN CONNOLLY
ntil recently, the short story had acquired only 
peripheral critical attention in North America, perhaps 
because of the “popular” nature of the art form, or 

simply because of prevailing literary fashions. The Stories of 
Bernard Malamud, a collection of some two dozen works, 
provides ample evidence that such neglect is unfair, and 
continues a recent tradition of excellence that is lending well- 
deserved attention to both Canadian and American short fiction 
writers.

Malamud, a Jewish American, is a Pulitzer Prize winner and 
has given equal time to short fiction and the novel for most of his 
writing life. This volume includes a short but insightful preface 
by the author in which he discusses the merits and attractions of 
the short story genre. Here Malamud openly admits his 
preference for the short story, citing it as the best way for a 
young writer to be heard, while learning to deal with the formal 
constraints of his craft.___________________________________
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There are no less than six shifts in voice in this one short passage. | 
The result is an ambiguous point of view that is only slightly 1 
mediated by the more frequent shifts to the father. With this | 
device Malamud is able to do some marvelous things with reader 
sympathy, bringing the minds of all the characters closer to the I 
reader. We experience first hand the depressing isolation of the jj
characters and are lead to implicit questions about who or what [ 
is responsible for the despair and mutual alienation. Like many | 
of the works this story takes almost stock conflicts and J 
situations and renders them with new emotion and immediacy. |

Not all the stories, however, are as successful as this one. I
“Take Pity,” and “The Mourners,” which deal with urban angst $

■ “... a good short story portrays the 
complexity of life while producing the 

immediate effect of knowledge.”
—Bernard Malamud

“Writing the short story, if one has the gift, is a good way to 
begin writing seriously. It demands form as it teaches it, 
although I’ve met some who would rather not be taught. They 
say that the demands of form interfere with the freedom to
express themselves. But no good writer writes only as he pleases. ...

. I’m for freedom of thought, but one must recognize that it and the plight of Jewish immigrants, are both a little too 
doesn’t always lead to art. Free thought may come close to self- dirgeful. Though the characters’ problems are no doubt familiar

I to many people, the situations are not presented in a way that is almost limitless capability. Even the few poor stories are
either believable or experienceable for the reader. Even worthwhile, failing in some ways while remaining interesting in
Malamud’s masterful use of dialogue and detail are not able to others,
counterbalance the cliché and the stereotypes.

With the exception of these stories, Malamud’s characteriza
tion is one of his strong suits. Jewish and European dialects
sparkle in the sparse, well-placed segments of dialogue and short story portrays the complexity of life while producing the
internal monologue. In “The German Refugee” the personal immediate surprise and effect of knowledge.” Perhaps the best
impact of the Holocaust is given a superb twist as the German thing one can say about this collection is that, for the most part,
intellectual undergoes the torture of learning English in his new it lives up to the author’s ambitious criteria. In tone, style and
country. The psychological turmoil and culture shock help bring sheer verbal grace the stories are highly reminiscent of O. Henry;
the man’s past and future into focus for the reader, while the the conclusions sudden, innovative, and eminently satisfying,
thick German accent adds some brilliant moments of irony. One of a few recent publications that might be worth the

In most cases it is clear that we are dealing with an author of outrageous cover price.

Bernard Malamud

deceit.”
Malamud sees form as the basis of all literature, and restricts 

his experimentation to very strictly defined parameters. 
Freedom of thought and experimentation are fine as long as they 
don’t “intrude or interfere with the logic of language and 
construction,” says Malamud.

In this collection we are treated to a wide variety of themes 
and styles, all given scope and impact by virtue of their clearly 
structured formal limitations. Yet Malamud is difficult to tie 
down—even within his heavily formalized prose he finds plenty 
of room for innovation.

In “My Son the Murderer,” Malamud takes an old theme, a 
communication gap between a father and his son, and uses an 
interesting set of stylistic techniques to give it life. The dialogue

In Malamud’s words, a good short story “packs a self in a few 
pages, predicating a lifetime. The drama is tense, happens fast, 
and is more often than not outlandish. In a few pages a good
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MICHAEL MANLEY
Former Jamaican P.M.
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(girl meets guy and. next thing you- 
know, she's pregnant) to a full 
orchestral intensity topped off with 

glaringly obtrusive acoustic

Mark Gane, the co-songwriters for 
Martha and the Muffins, have found 
it financially draining to maintain a 
full-time entourage and have drop
ped most of the Muffins in favor of guitar strumming, 
proven studio musicians. The album For all the dense and undisci- 
is highly influenced by the drum- plined energy on this album, -Spar-
work of Yogi Horton—a first-class kle, sounds too compressed, too all
session drummer who played on out-in-front. I he group is more sell-
most of the tracks on David Byrne’s assured than ever, and quite electri-
award-winning dance score, The lying on tracks like "East at Easter 
Catherine Wheel. or “White Hot Day." This latter

shows them at their best, alternating 
between a velvety, keyboard-blank
eted propulsion and wild abandon.

Finally, the album's closer, the 
instrumental ‘‘Shake Olf the 
Ghosts," with its shuffling percus- 

and exultant harmonies re-

• •mix. '»•« urnJO$U*M4* DIETER
SCHNEBEL

ENSEMBLE
KALEIDOCOLLAGE
FROM FRANCE

Music for Hearing 
and Seeing
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Free
Lecture/Performance by German 
Composer Dieter Schnebel
March 30 8:00 pm 
Hart House Music Series 
University of Toronto 
Schnebel lectures on new music in 
Germany today, focusing on his own 
compositions.
The composer performs KMSW for 
solo interpreter. KMSW combines 
vocal and gesticulatory elements, 
breathing, vocal sounds varied by 
throat, tongue, embouchure, and 
movements of head and hands.

k

WORKS BY EUROPEAN 
COMPOSERSBoth Johnson and Gane seem 

highly influenced by the work of 
Byrne and, particularly, Brian Eno. 
The new album includes several 
tracks with the hard-edged bass lines 
and spacy synth effects that one 
immediately associates with Eno’s 
distinct style.

From the first album, M + M have 
been a progressive group, even the 
stock pop tunes had their own 
characteristic sound. Mystery Walk 
isn’t innovative compared to Eno 
and Byrne, but it does bring some of 
their more unusual musical phras- 
ings into the realm of popular music. 
While the lyrics are pared down and 
simplistic they are sincere, covering 
new angles of familiar social and 
political issues. What’s more is their 
consistent rejection of nihilism and 
despair; they choose to pursue 
solutions with a naive faith and

STAHMER Germany 
ALSINA Argentina/France 
ACER Austria 
GOEYVAERTS Belgium 
POULARD France 
All North American Premieres

Surman tries 
tor new sound sion

minds us that Simple Minds can 
create some of the most hauntingly 
beautiful music around. If they are 
really “shaking off their ghosts" one- 
wonders where they’ll head next. It 
just seems unfortunate that they 
didn’t explore the subtle, dark riches 
of New Gold Dream territory a little 
more fully.

Saturday March 24 
Town Hall 

St. Lawrence Centre 
8:00 P.M. 

$ 9.00 adults 
$ 6.00 students

John Surman
Such Winters of Memory
(ECM)
• e •

"/ conceived this piece as a quasi
experiment...an approbation and a 
personal experience."
Co-sponsored by the Goethe Insti
tute, New Music Concerts and Hart 
House, University of Toronto.

»
In recent years, British reedman 

John Surman’s records have been so 
similar that its's often hard to tell 
them apart. There is usually a 
backdrop of gently programmed 
computer synthesizers (can pro
grammed synthesizers ever sound 
gentle? Surman amazingly manages 
to achieve this effect.). Sometimes 
the electronic timekeeper is substi
tuted or supplemented by a human 
percussionist. Surman uses this 
background rhythm as the starting 
point for his baritone, soprano, and the album's essential sanity and the
bass clarient explorations. band’s commitment to their work

On Such Winters of ‘Memory are more than enough to carry the
Surman has decided to break away show. Mystery Walk is witty, intelli-
somewhat from this unmistakable gent, and compelling—music that is 
sound. The main change is the allusive rather than derivative, 
addition of Norwegian singer Karin 
Krog. Krog has been performing 
with Surman for years now, but this 
is their first recording available this 
side of the Atlantic.

J—ADRIAN IWACH1W
NEW MUSIC CONCERTS 24 MERCER ST. 593-04 36
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The BritRail Youth Pass 

beats thumbing it 
hands down

optimism. Nothing they say is 
particularly new or inspired, and yet

•7

Passes for 14-day, 21-day or 1 
month Youth passes are available 
for only $ 181. $229 or $269. Prices 
are valid through March 31, 1984. 
for travel anytime in the next 12 
months. (Prices higher after March

t And if you purchase it before April, 
it costs only $ 117 - and you have 12 
months in which to use it!

If you're under 26, you can go 
wherever you like, whenever you 
like, for 7 days. All through 
England, Scotland And Wales. All 
for only $117.

You can go on clean, comtortable 
BritRail trains to over 2,000 
stations on 14.000 trains a day.
Trains that go up to 125 m.p.h.

Your Economy Class Youth 
Pass is your best way to travel

long distances; and it's your 
Wear way to take day trips 

from Dmdon to 
places like Bath.'^^Jh^Cambridge _______
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—KEVIN CONNOLLY

Absolutely 
the worst

31).
You must purchase your 

BritRail Pass before you leave 
Canada. It is not sold in BritainSIMPLE MINDS

all your TRAVEL CUTS office today 
for more information.tFrom her dry, restrained delivery 

on “My Friend,’’ which sounds 
remarkably like Sheila Jordan with a 
mild Scandinavian accent, to her 
spooky background colorings on 
“Saturday Night," Krog injects that 
intangible human element that 
sometimes seems to be missing in 
Surman’s work.

This is not to shortchange Sur
man. Not only is he a fine multi
instrumentalist, but quite a good 
composer as well. His work, how
ever, was beginning to be slightly 
repetitive. Fortunately John Surman 
had the courage to change his format 
a bit. The result, with the help of a 
friend, is that this time he has 
produced a more satisfying mood 
record.

The Expression 
The Expression 
( A&M) in
'/l ■Here’s my candidate for worst 
album cover of the year, and things 
gel even worse once you open the 
jacket. Not only is the music 
completely bland and tasteless, but 
the words (masochistically rendered 
on the inside sleeve) are an absolute 
insult.

Each song is a grab bag of current 
musical clichés. The tunes are ill- 
conceived and poorly paced with 
unstructured instrumentation as the 
only context for noxious vocal 
warbling. Why is it that everyone 
these days has slipped into this 
Simple Minds cum Brian Ferry 
falsetto? Such consistent stylistic 
ripoffs serve only to make much of 
the ‘new music unbearably dull.

Australian bands (this group hails 
from Sydney) are not well known for 
their originality and, as you might 
expect. The Expression is no excep
tion. What’s worse is that they even 
have poor taste in who they decide to 
steal from:

A total eclipse, you turned out the

in l.’t.-" <

Inexorable
physicality
Simple Minds 
Sparkle in the Rain 
(Virgin)
• • Vi <1*— HOWARD GOLDSTEIN **When a group releases an album 

' that towers above the masses of 
r'L aural mediocrity the way Simple 

Minds's New Gold Dream did in 
1982, waiting for its followup can be 

^ agonizing. Sparkle in the Rain thus 
comes as a disappointment to those 
expecting more of the radiantly 

7*v compelling, soft-focus glitter of New 
Gold Dream.

Instead of the swirling blankets of 
keyboards and subtle propulsion 
that permeated that more introver
ted album. Sparkle rushes out at you 
with uncomprising physicality. Lhis
is partly due to the greater emphasis Soufid fami|iar? what has really 

the ferocious drumming of now- 
permanent member Mel Gaynor. 
who provides the backbone for the 
Minds’ new sound.

In a way this sixth album marks 
something of a return to an earlier 
Simple Minds style, but the mix is 

dense and muddy than ever
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A total eclipse of the heart. 7.

it

M + M melts 
in our ears

been eclipsed 'here is any sense of 
taste, intelligence, or artistic integri-

on

tv.
The Expression are nothing more 

than another example of bastardized 
colonial posturing, the seemingly 
inescapable afterbirth of legitimate- 
musical trends. The album leaves 

with nothing hut a pained 
a thinner wallet, and

M + M (Martha and the Muffins)
Mystery Walk
(RCA)
• • •

Z
more-
before. Consequently, their magic is 
lost somewhere in the cacophonous 
din. behind the pounding drums and 
noisy guitars. Where on New Gold 
Dream Jim Kerr’s voice had a 
haunting subtle power, here it tends 
to come off as mere histrionics.

you
M + M (formerly Martha and the 

Muffins) have very quietly become 
one of Canada’s most successful 
international acts. Though their last 
three albums have not had the 
Commercial success in North Amer - 
ca of their debut album Metro Mus c 
(with the hit single “Echo Beach"), 
they have managed to garner high 
marks from the critics and have 
attracted a rather sizable interna
tional following. Like many Cana
dian bands, they had to be recog
nized abroad before achieving any 
domestic success.

Mystery Walk, like their last 
record Dansparc, is essentially a two- 
person project. Martha Johnson and

v-iexpression, 
possibly, third base in a pick-up 
baseball game. In short, cruelty to

--mm. o

Ivinyl.
— K.C.

wflmæûNire iseaaooeiimThe problem reveals itself most 
clearly on their cover of Lou Reed’s 
Street Hassle: How can a bunch of 
fashionably post-punkish, middle- 
class Glasgow boys deliver the 
sincerity required by lines like “Sha 
la la la la, he entered her slowly and 
showed her where he was coinin’ 
from/Sha la la la la, He made love to 
her gently, it was like she’d never 
ever come." Instead, Simple Minds 
build up this stark teenage tragedy

X-CAL STAFF * 
MEETING 

TUES. MAR. 20/84 
RE. CONSTITUTION 

LAST CHANCE! 
BE THERE!

(1 P.M.)___________

ANY WITH STUDENT CARD.*
WEDNESDAY

RESERVATIONS eCQUlRED
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SDOPTS
Gagers road to nowhere 
haunted by karma of “it”

»> MARK ZWOLINSKI
he road to the Canadian University championships in St. Johns 
Halifax stopped about 1,200 miles short in Ottawa for the York 
Yeomen basketball team.

Bedecked with a string of limousines and the kind of “purposeful 
confidence” of a true champion, the York Cagers took flight to 
Ottawa Thursday afternoon only to have their mission shot down 24 
hours later when the St. Francis Xavier X-men grabbed a one point 
78-77 decision in the first game of the CIAU regional playdowns.

Hence, what was to be, never got a chance—-the Yeomen went on to 
take a 91-81 win over the host Ottawa Gee Gees in the consolation 
game—but the auspicious dreams of an all-Canadian crown 
precipitating from an ouaa championship two weeks ago are all but 
gone now.

It’s getting to be a painful and disconsolating trend, these one point 
losses.

The bitterness of being on the receiving end of a one point decision 
at Waterloo a year ago in the OUAA final left a strain in the red and 
white that will probably never be erased.

Although they were well on their way to making that affair a one of 
a kind thing, to be looked at when conversation sparked around the 
1982-83 season, it has become a nexis that has coach Bob Bain and his 
patented starting five perplexed.

No doubt about it, the Yeomen had greatness written all over their 
name. Probably too much so.

A perfect 14-0 record in regular season play. The extension of a 
staggering string of victories over East Division opponents to 99-3 
dating back to 1977-78.

A perfectly balanced starting five with two capable guards in Enzo 
Spagnuolo and Mark Jones, a strong, dual purpose big man in centre 
John Christensen, and a pair of high scoring, hustling forwards in 
Grant Parobec and Tim Rider.

All five placed either on the first or second ouaa all-star teams and 
Parobec, the only graduate in the quintet, looks at an almost sure bet 
to go all-Canadian.

They inherited a winning tradition from the likes of Dave 
Coulthard and Bo Pelech and took it a few steps further.

Back in the days when number 16 was filled by Coulthard (circa 
1980-81), York was a dominant force, whipping through four 
consecutive Ontario titles. But they were, in essence, a one man team.

Coulthard received his due from both the fans and the MVPselecting 
committees. He deserved it. Fifty points in a championship match left 
no second guessing—when in doubt, give it to number 16.

Number 16 graduated though. Enter the present quintet.
Bain had coached them all before. They’d seen spot duty in their 

rookie years, playing in the shadows of the bigger names. They got the 
chance to shine together when the old Nikes were hung up for the last 
time. And shine they did.

Fingers from all over the league started pointing to the sky during 
first glimpses of this new red and white blood. Some even referred to 
the spelling of Y-O-R-K as a four letter word.

They definitely had the earmarks of dream come true on the 90-foot 
basketball court.

Then “it” happened.
"It” was a 66-65 loss to Waterloo in last year’s ouaa final—a result 

beaten bloodied, but not to death.
"It” lurked above that same starting five, somewhere out of their 

reach as players on the court and as individual representatives of the 
university.

Even though in their minds, and in every one clse’s, “it” didn’t 
matter anymore, not after the way York steam rolled through their 
schedule this season, the one-point defeat became a figurative 
oxymoron as a magic number, the one number they’d stare at on the 
scoreboard when their name was in the losing column of a game that 
had the potential to decide their future.

The one-point nightmare returned to haunt them in another way. 
Critically speaking, the York veneer transposed itself onto an old 
Minnesota Viking maxim—they couldn't win the big game.

Then you take a look at a team like the Waterloo Warriors. 
Ranked number one in the ouaa West, the Warriors fell to the 

Western Mustangs in their conference title match, 93-88, in what 
proved to be the biggest upset in the league this year.

By right of their defeat, Waterloo should have taken their last 
shower three weeks ago, but by virtue of another successful bid to host 
a CIAU regional, they got another shot at the final four.

The CIAU ranking committee then saw it fit to cut the pie containing 
the country’s top 16 teams into four pieces which it dished out to 
Calgary, Ottawa, Waterloo, and Dalhousie.

Trouble was, some pieces had more filling than others.
It so happened that the number two ranked Yeomen ended up in 

Ottawa w'ith Brandon, the nation's number seven ranked outfit, and 
St. Francis Xavier, pulling in at number ten.

Couple that to Ottawa’s number 12 position and you have a 
.combined total of 31 between the four teams, the lowest of any of the 
four destinations. And remember here, the lower the number, the 
tougher the bracket becomes.

Waterloo on the other hand, was dealt a comfortable 36, 
entertaining only one team in the top JO, UPEl, and the advantage of 
home floorboards.

Bob Bain, normally a reserved individual, was infuriated with the 
placings and vowed to extrapolate his support from the entire regional 
decision making process in the future.

All Waterloo did was breeze through their quarter, paying the 
Mustangs back for a three week old favor in the final, something they 
should never have had the chance to do in the first place.

Grant “it" another victory, this time in the St. Francis match-up, a 
game that will undoubtedly need no video-tape replay in the minds of 
the starting five.

But you have to wonder about the haunting karma of those one 
point games, the auspicious promise of this school’s most popular and 
winningest sports program, and about, as they say, how some things 
are just meant to be.
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Deep breathing at the ClAUs
The York Yeomen swimming team put in a respectable effort at the ClAUs, considering only two 
members qualified. Bruce Kaufman led York's sixteenth place finish (out of 20 teams) with a ninth 
place in the 50m free and a tenth in the 100m breast. Victor Verblac added a fourteenth in the 50i n 
freestyle. _________________________

Track team bags uncustomary first
thokos, and Hislop covered’ the 
distance in 1.26.35 for the record.

The six member women’s team, 
which by the way, upset three time 

-defending champion Western, and 
kept Brian Ma raj’s coaching slate 
clean (he guided Western to those 
three titles) was led by Molly 
Killingbeck, Camille Cato, and 
Karen Nelson.

Killingbeck, running in the 50m 
and 300m races respectively, clocked 
a 6.46 and a 38.41 to take first place 
in both events.

Cato, who is looking to make a bid 
for a position on the national team, 
clocked the sixth fastest time in the 
world when she turned in a squelch
ing 1.27.63 time in the 600 metres.

Nelson chased Killingbeck into 
second place in the 50m with a 6.51 
time. She went to take a first in the 
50m hurdles with a 7.20 before 
clinching the long jump with a new 
CIAU record 5.95 metre effort.

Julie Rocheleau followed Nelson 
in second place in the women's 50 
metre hurdles, posting a time of 7.31 
seconds.

And finally, the 4X400 metre relay 
team closed out the meet with a first 
place finish to solidify York’s overall 
team title.

By MARK ZWOLINSKI 
York’s track and field team—a star- 
studded cast that includes the likes of 
Desai Williams and Molly Killing- 
beck—is no stranger to the winner’s 
circle.

Not only do they sweep through 
every competition they enter, but 
their results usually break or match 
Canadian and world class records.

However, at the CIAU track and 
field championships in Sherbrooke, 
Quebec this past weekend, York 
managed to outdo itself.

Both the men’s and women’s 
squads won their respective team 
titles to become the first club in CIAU 
history to capture both ends of a 
national championship.

The men's side repeated their 
effort from 1983. outdistancing the 
U of T Blues to take their second 
consecutive crown. The women’s 
side, after placing I 1th a year ago. 
edged the Western Mustangs to 
gather their first ever all-Canadian 
crown.

Mark McKoy and Molly Killing- 
beck were selected as the outstand
ing performers over the two-day 
event.

McKoy, 24, a world class hurdler, 
was named top male performer on 
the strength of a first place finish in

the 50 metre hurdles (6.69 seconds) 
and a second in the 50 metre dash 
with a 5.84.

Teammate Desai Williams was the 
only othet multiple winner in the 
men's field, posting a pair of firsts in 
the 50m (5.81) and 300m (33.78) 
dashes.

The eight member men’s squad 
followed up their world class team
mates' performances with a host of 
victories in both the track and field 
events.

Dave Reid broke the c IAU record 
in the 1000m run, covering the 
distance in 2.23.95.

Richard Hislop followed Willi
ams’ first place finish in the 300m 
with a second place clocking of 
34.14. Hislop’s time was the third 
fastest time posted in CIAU history.

In the field events Noel McIntyre 
cashed in on his first Canadian 
championship appearance by win
ning the pole vault with a jump of 
4.80m. Todd Wattling took sixth 
place with a jump of 4.30 metres.

At the long jump, Dave Brown 
surprised a strong field by taking the 
event with a 6.87 metre effort.

The men’s team closed out their 
stellar performance with a new CIAU 
record in the 4x200 metre relay. The 
team of Williams, McKoy. Xan-

Reddon untouchable at CIAU meet
»> AARON RODGERS 

Yeomen gymnasts recently captured 
their tenth consecutive CIAU champ
ionship. Allan Reddon (56.4 points), 
Brad Peters (56.3), Frank Nutzcn- 
berger (55.35), and Walter Quigley 
(54.45), finished first through fourth 
respectively giving the Yeomen a 
point total ol 168.55, defeating 
University of Calgary and third 
place U of T.

The Yeomen set a new ( IAU record 
by taking 22 of a potential 27,medals, 
defeating York’s old record ol 21 set 
in 1975.

Reddon, who will represent Can
ada at the coming America Cup

the Canadian National team.
Fourth-place finisher Waller 

Quigley said that a good team spirit, 
a well-structured system and lots of 
competitions were responsible for 
the team’s success.

Scott Hill, who finished tenth at 
the ClAUs with a third on the rings, is 
retiring from gymnastics.

Pal Rogers, who, like Quigley, is a 
Nationals hopeful, came to York 
“because of the gymnastics prog
ram." He and Quigley both indi
cated that assistant coach Nigel 
Rolhwcll contributed a great deal to 
their success and develop this year.

invitational meet in New York, 
placed first in the floor exercises 
pommel horse bar. Allan's high bar 
total was 19.75. including a perfect 
10, the first in CIAU competition.

Brad Peters, who finished second 
despite having broken his foot in the 
preliminaries, has been temporarily 
sidelined.

Frank Nutzenberger combined a 
first on the rings, second on parallel 
bars and pommel horse and a third 
on the high bar to finish in third 
place overall. Frank is leaving the 
York team this year after obtaining a 
degree in Math but will remain with
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CY5Fcysf 105 CENTRAL SQ.
667-2515

Radio York
1st ANNUAL RAFFLE

DRAW TO BE HELD
MARCH 29th 1984

2:00 P.M. IN THE CYSF OFFICE
PRIZES DONATED BY

Panasonic!
1st PRIZE

COMPACT STEREO 
SYSTEM—$499.95

SPRING
UNITY DANCE

11*

YORK, U of T and ERINDALE 
UNIVERSITIES

1

Saturday March 17 

JANE & 7 COUNTRY CLUB 

8:00 - 1:00 am 
CASH BAR

m
2nd PRIZE

PORTABLE 
RADIO/CASSETTE 

DECK—$129.95

5*%

■

Tickets: advance members $4.00 
advance non members $5.00 

h 0. door $6.003rd PRIZE
PORTABLE CASSETTE 

PLAYER—$79.95 \ tickets available in Central Square

\

TICKETS AVAILABLE
-RADIO YORK—258A VANIER COLLEGE 

667-3919
—CYSF—1 05 CENTRAL SQUARE 

667-2515
-CENTRAL SQUARE BOOTH 
-ANY RADIO YORK MEMBER

ECONOMIC STUDENTS’ 
DINNER

FRIDAY MARCH 23, 1984 
6:00 P.M.

VANIER DINING HALL 
TICKETS: $11.00P.S.S.A./HUNNM

1ST PRIZE COMPONENT STEREO
DAN MEUAND #76

2ND PRIZE WICKER CHAIR
BRAD BESTON #989

3RD $50
VINCE PAUL #91

SPECIAL FAREWELL TO GRAHAM McKECHNIE 
CHAIRMAN OF THE ECONOMICS DEPT.

BOVEY
COMMISSIONa u■s REEL AND SCREEN
The University administration has established a 

committee to deal with the Ontario Government’s 
Commission on the Future Development of the Universities 
of Ontario. The Bovey Commission will be issuing a 
Discussion paper in the summer and will be welcoming 
briefs thereafter. It must make its Final Report to the 
Government by November 15, 1984.

The University Committee intends to present a brief to the 
Commission and welcomes any input from the University 
community. I am CYSF’s liaison to this University 
committee; therefore, any person or group on campus who 
would like more information on the Bovey Commission or on 
how to approach the University Committee is encouraged to 
contact me at CYSF (667-2515).

PAMELA FRUITMAN
BOARD OF GOVERNORS STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE

Fri. THE DRAUGHTSMAN'S CONTRACT - 7:30 

NIGHT OF THE SHOOTING STARS “ 9l30Mar. 16

Sat. - 7:30
Mar 17 NIGHT SHIFT - 9:30

NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN
-

Fri. ZELIG - 7:30
Mar. 23 - 9:00PRINCE OF THE CITY

Sat SURPRISE FREE NIGHT! 
Mar 24 CLASSIC OLD FILMS - 7:00

YORK UNIVERSITY 
CURTIS LECTURE HALL L 
CYSF

BOTH FEATURES $3.00 
. SECOND SHOW ONLY $2.00 WAYNE BURNETT

STUDENT SENATE CAUCUS CHAIRMAN

ANOTHER SERVICE BY THE COUNCIL OF THE YORK STUDENT FEDERATION
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Ctissi/ied ads cost $? loi students lot non-commercial Hems Inot ol a 
business naturel $5 for all others, lor 25 words or less Classified s must be 
brought or marled toExcahbui 111 Central Square: no ads will be taken by 
frhone Deadline is Friday at 4 00 pm

y

KASHMIR ADVENTURE . . . India depar
ture June 9th, returning July 7th (Option
al). $2,049 p.p. includes airfare, accomoda
tion, transfers and most meals. Call 
Odyssey Travel. 234 Princess. (613) 549-
3553._______ ____________________________
THIS WEEK'S MEETING of the Cornell 
Woolrich fan club has been cancelled 

STEERPIKE HAS NO CONSCIENCE. And 
that's why he wants your support

WRITERS! POETS! READERS! Check out 
Mondo Hunkamooga in the York Book
store mag section Read Mondo, write to 
Mondo. find out what Mondo means.
3-BEDROOM APARTMENT, 10 mins, from 
York, sauna, pool, condominium Family 
preferable, available from May, $600/ 
month. Call Mrs. Khan at 264-4609
C B” has not had lunch with E.S. When she 
does, you will hearabout it here. Chew your
heart. C,S. ______________________
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED-lo share 
Mt. Pleasant & Eglinton house with one 
other. All appliances, utilities, amenities, 
including garden, cedar deck. $350. Call 
Dave: 368-2771

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT to share 
Fully furnished. University City May 1- 
August 31 Clean, quiet male or female, 
preferably not a TV viewer Call 665-6153 

667-3800 Tuesdays $246.50 per

1
eves or 
month
ELECTROLYSIS—Unwanted hair removed 
permanently and comfortably by certified 
electrologist Medically approved. Student 

Bathurst/Steels area For compli
mentary consultation call 881-9040.

Gmtik& Europe
Funandexcit—‘forthetiKtSs.

rates
WANTED—One individual (student) rea
sonably competent in math and physics to 
aid in preparing a singular paper for 
publication. Other equally important 
qualifications: Must have self-respect, be 
independent, mentally adventuresome, 
and capable of grasping concepts as easily 

RENTAL—University City, 3 bdrm. Condo as reproductive apparatus Also expect 
Apt with 4 appliances $695/mo. includes capacity for humor, basic manners, and be
all utilities except phone. Walking distance much better educated than trained. Hours
to campus Avail MAY 1/84. Seth R E. 630- convenient to candidate. Will be well paid 
iggg W.M. Creamer, 661-1540.

VORTEjTrÉCORDS. New and used LPs 
and traded Jazz, rock,

WORD PROCESSING for the price of 
typing, students, professors, theses, 
resumes, articles, fast, accurate Call 
Exceltext, 364-2291. If you’re 18-35 and looking for action, 

adventure and fun in Europe. Let
Contiki show you around.
With the combination of 
CONTIKI’S exclusive 
special stopovers and 

loads of FREE included 
extras - you’ve only one 

choice - CONTIKI 
Just for the 18 to 35’s.

INCOME TAX PREPARED RIGHT
larger refunds possible! Experienced- 
Hundreds of satisfied customers QUICK 
Low student prices save money For 
FREE information call 481-5566 ext 35.^

TY oing—ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER
Cr.xce of typeface, including italics. 
Th -es. Essays, Resumes, Letters Proof- 
reni.ig Fast Service. $1 00/page High 
Par 3loor. Linda: 762-9580 evenings & 
wee _nds. ___

HOUSE FOR RENT — Royal York - 
Lawrence, del 2 storey, 3 bdrms. study, 
DR., LR w/FP, large kitchen w/wo, RecRm, 
steps to shops, TTC, schools, park.
850/mo. 243-8930_____________________ __
RESUMES—Professional preparation, 
Home delivery, Low rates. Equip yourself 
properly for the job market. For more 
information call RESUMEX now at 698-
1000.________________________________________________

TUTOR IN BASIC ENGLISH, Grammar 
Comprehension and Pronunciation. Call
922-8954______________________________ __
PRIVATE TUTORING available in calculus, 
statistics, physics, chemistry. Reasonable 
rates, experienced tutor Practice tests also 
available. 783-2294 .

mbought, sold, 
classical, blues, etc. Choose from over 
13,000 albums- Weekdays 10-8, Saturday 
10-6 139 Dundas St E 366-2046

TL . ,1 AVAILABLE. For all your Mathe- 
mi,- statistics and Econometrics prob- 
le all 667-8329 Individual advice and 

coaching can be arranged at your

STUDENT-ORGANIZED one month ad
venture to a secluded town in the Himalay
as of India departs May '84. Complete cost. 
Including airfare, only $1989 Info: Pilaar 
Brothers c/o Crossways Travel, 2340
Dundas St. W.. Toronto. 535-2993_______

PROFESSIONAL typing 
IBM SELECTRIC 

REASONABLE RATES 
PARLIAMENT/WELLESLEY 

AFTER 7:00 PM & WEEKENDS 
921-8235

«

prop m 
convenient times.

PRl ATE TUTORING available in calculus, 
statistics, physics, chemistry Reasonable 
rates, experienced tutor. 783-2294

GREEK STUDENT, Zues, male, living on 
campus, enjoys video games, looking for 
pals to "bum" around with for good time 
call 667-6002. Rm 317. CALLRESUME PLUS

■ Specializing in professional 
resume design

■ Track record—we are well 
established in this field- 
see ads in Yellow Pages

■ Location: Bathurst &
. Steeles
■ Fee—Student Rates

CALL 881-9040, 9am-9pm
Let our ability sell your ability!

mm)
/■X AaS'. The travel company of CFS

TRAVEL CUTS TORONTO
* UofT 44 St. George St

416979-2406

Essays, theses, 
manuscripts, tetters, 

policy reports
IBM Selectric 

From 80C a page. 
Dufferin-Steeles 

area.
Phone Carole at

SUBJECTS
for Psychological Study

Women 18-40
1. Dieters, maintain weigh* loss for

1 yr or
2. Regain weight lost

Call Susan, 534-2715, after 6 p.m.

* ACTA

C7 A.

669-5178.

PICK UP YOUR FREE BROCHURE TODAY.Calendar listings are available 10 the University community free ot 
charge Bring your listing to Excahbur, 111 Central Square L/sf#ngs 
must be lined out on a special form available from Excahbur listings 
will not be published otherwise Deadline is Monday at 1 00 pmcalendar

21 Wednesday Dept.. Suncor Inc. and Ann Pappert, a tree 
lance journalist. For more information, 
contact the Career Centre (N105 Ross) at 
667-2518

Jazz Series—with the Chris Chawley 
Nonet from noon to 2:00 pm in the Bethune 
College Junior Common Room.

15 today
Language and Sex—bring your lunch for 
twenty-minute presentation of research, 

followed by discussion Noon, Founders 
College SCR Speaker: Prof. Ruth King, 
Dept of Linguistics Presented by the 
Women's Studies Program

"The Catholic Bishops & Adam Smith" 
with Prof David L. McQueen, B.Comm. 
(Manitoba). M A (Queen's),Ph D (London 
School of Economics). Department of 
Economics. Glendon College 4:30 pm at 
Theatre Glendon.

El Salvador Elections educational-
video: Ballots and Bullets" on the 1982 
Salvadorean elections Speaker: Dennis 
Gruending, C B.C. broadcast journalist 
and contributor to Central America Update. 
Sponsored by CERLAC and S C M Mc
Laughlin Master's Dining Room, 1 p m 

S.C.M Wine and Cheese—with guest 
speaker Richard Allen, past General 
Secretary of the S C M , author of The 
Social Passion" and NDP Queen's Park 
critic on Colleges and Universities. 5 p.m., 
Varner Senior Common Room.

Journalism Careers—the Career Centre 
is sponsoring a talk on Careers in Writing 
and Journalism 3-5 pm in the Senate 
Chamber (S915 Ross), Speakers will be 
Warren Barton, from the Hamilton Specta
tor. Jim Bruce from the Communications

Wlm Wenders films—rare screening of 
the famed German director's films - 
Curtis L, 7 p.m Free 

G.A.Y. Film Night-7 pm, Stedman 107. 
Guest speaker Reg Hartt visits the Gay 
Alliance at York to present "Lot in Sodom" 
as well as a series of animated cartoons 
from his collection

,i U

22 thursday SS®SBS18 Sunday «itMaa
Native Rights: Social Justice Film Series 

concludes with a film on the erosion of 
native rights - "Our Children, Our Future " 
Guest speaker Richard Powless, Chiefs of 
Ontario Indians. Sponsored by: Native 
Students Association, S.C.M, and the Law 
Union.

Pesticides to Avoid—If you are con
cerned about the health effects ol some of 
the more commonly used herbicides, 
fungicides and insecticides, be sure to 
attend the seminare at 7:30 pm at Ecology 
House Pollution Probe researcher Joanna 
Kidd will discuss how to avoid some of the 
more suspect products Ecology House is 
at 12 Madison Aveune, near Spadina and 
Bloor To find out more call 967-0577 Free 
admission

Mike Wilson—Ontario Conservative 
Party Industry critic speaks in S872 Ross. 4 
p m Sponsored by York PCs.

SB
Free Movie—it's funny, sad. and happy 

with "Harold and Maude" this Sunday night 
at Bethune J.C.R 8 p.m.

HEIBB
March 22-24: Mark Haines & the Zippers 
March 26-31: Special 

SAM & DAVE
Mon., Tues. & Wed.-Ladies’ Nite

19 monday
BUBI.1MX

World at Ranson —presentation by 
Wiesia Pikula 3 00 pm. Art Gallery of York 
University, N145 Ross 667-3427 BE

20 tuesday
G.A.Y. Video Series: This week in the 

Purple Lounge. 2nd floor Fine Arts Bldg: At 
1 pm "Victor. Victoria" and at 3 pm “Cat on 
Hot Tin Roof "

Michael Manley—the former prime 
minister of Jamaica speaks about "Jamai
ca, Grenada, and theThird World in Crisis 
Presented by Atkinson Students Associa
tion and York Caribbean Students Associa
tion. Curtis L. 7 pm

,i

Dalhousie University

MBA
CHALLENGE
OPPORTUNITY
GROWTH

•xv.h:\'«

i?yi
W 475-6405 ^

7270 WOODBINE AVE

A—

rI > Come and meet our program 
coordinator and discover why 
the Dalhousie MBA could be 

right for you. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 20 

11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Career Centre 

N105 Ross Building

Hgf! Dalhousie University

.

i\ jarTr'j^*
f

v*v5 March 15
TEENAGE HEAD
March 16
CFNY presents
20th CENTURY REBELS
March 17
The original 
IRON BUTTERFLY

- /
:v%

T/ m •v~
Tlckets at Bats

'\'S V « : i 
■u , V

March 18
RUE MORGUE

/

b
i P\ * ê ----------- '

Jr
March 19

a ROCK VIDEO NITE 
All-Nite Happy Hour

PA Mon night—All Nit. H.pgy Hour 
Tues, night—$1.65 Nit.
Wed. night— L.dlei Nile 
Thun night—Rltz Dane. Cont.H

i

"WHY YES SIR , THE22& iS. N VOUJ2-
soup - i -eeuevE- it's vouu. hamx V/

m

S1.0Ü OFF COVER 
WITH STUDENT I D.

it
')=mt ify

NAGS

: V11;V ( i

penguin fax
V Penguins con give more reliable weather forecasts 

M ) than the six o'clock news. They can sense years which 
: will have more turbulent weather rhon normal and 

* ' change mating and molting schedules ro compensate

W
ES

TO
N
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ELECTION INFORMATION
105 CENTRAL SQ.
667-2515 CYSrcyst

VOTING INFORMATION
YOU CAN VOTE FOR:STUDENTS 

MAKE YOUR 
CHOICE AND

Osgoode Student
Board of Governors

Atkinson College Student
Board of Governors

Mclaughlin College Student
C.Y.S.F. Positions 
Board of Governors

Founders College Student
C.Y.S.F. Positions 
Board of Governors

Stong College Student
C.Y.S.F. Positions 
Board of Governors

Vanier College Student
C.Y.S.F. Positions 
Board of Governors

Winters College Student
C.Y.S.F. Positions 
Board of Governors

VOTE» Calumet College Student
Board of Governors

Bethune College Student
Board of Governors

Glendon College Student 
Board of Governors

Faculty of Arts Students
- 9 Faculty of Arts 

Student Senators

Faculty of Fine Arts Students
- 1 Faculty of Fine Arts 

Student Senator
Faculty of Science Students

- 1 Faculty of Science 
Student Senator

ELECTION DAY 
MARCH 15, 1984 
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Graduate Student 

(Including M.B.A.)
C.Y.S.F. Positions 
Board of Governors

Environmental Studies Student
C.Y.S.F. Positions 
Board of Governors

FACULTY OF ARTS SENATOR
CASTLE, Robert 
CHAPMAN, Darren 
COSTELLO, Christopher 
DAVIS, Rick 
DAWSON, Michele 
DENNY, Michael 
EISEN, Sarah 
HAZEN, Raffe 
KARDUM, Anna 
KATZ, Cathy 
KOZACHENKO, Chris 
LAPID, Cali 
MAHABIR, Melanie 
REES, Philip 
TARAH, Brian 
WICDERSON, Owen

DIRECTOR OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS 
KOJFMAN, Rick (Acclaimed)

DIRECTOR OF WOMEN’S AFFAIRS 
HALLEWICK, Elise 
LUNA, Paula Elena

1984 C.Y.S.F.
ELECTION

CANDIDATES
OFFICE OF PRESIDENT BOARD OF GOVERNORS REPRESENTATIVE
ELLIES, Valance ANGEL, Oreit
RIHA, Alex FRUITMAN, Pamela
STRAPHO, Michael
SUMMERHAYES, Chris FACULTY OF FINE ARTS SENATOR

LL’ arry CHRISTENSEN, Ted (Acclaimed)

DIRECTOR OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
BLAIR, David FACULTY OF SCIENCE SENATOR
CONTENTO, Lily No Nominees

r
<

8s

1984 C.Y.S.F. ELECTIONS
POLLING STATION LOCATION

POLL #4 - VANIER COLLEGE
(To also serve Founders)

POLL #5 - STONG COLLEGE (To also serve Bethune)
POLL #6 - GLENDON COLLEGE
POLL #7 - ATKINSON COLLEGE
POLL #8 - OSGOODE HALL
POLL #9 - ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES

1) ADVANCE POLL - MARCH 14, 1984 
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
POLL #1 - CENTRAL SQUARE 
POLL #2 - CENTRAL SQUARE

2) ELECTION DAY - MARCH 15, 1984 
10 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
POLL #1 - CENTRAL SQUARE 
POLL #2 - CENTRAL SQUARE 
POLL #3 - WINTERS COLLEGE

(To also serve McLaughlin)

THIS LIST IS FINAL

James Crossland 
Chief Returning Officer

ANOTHER SERVICE BY THE COUNCIL OF THE YORK STUDENT FEDERATION


